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1 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Guns In Colour, Great Combat Handguns and The Gunners
Bible. GC
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CATALOGUE 57

2 - AMMO BOXES
Eight assorted plastic pistol, 50R and 100R ammo boxes. GC
3 - LYMAN TUMBLER
Lyman Turbo 1200 Tumbler unit for brass. GC

5 - LYMAN CASE TRIMMER
Universal case trimmer unit in GC with pilot multipack. Includes eight pilots. GC

19 - POLISH M44 CARBINE
Cold War era Polish Military Mosin Nagant carbine. 20”
7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and folding bayonet.
The receiver with 1955 date and Radom arsenal mark. Metalwork retains all original bright blue. ExC original woodwork complete with sling and cleaning rod. In near as issued
ExWO&C ALR
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4 - GUN CARE/CLEANING LOT
Assorted bag lot containing Outers bore cleaning kit, two
bottles of Corrosion X, two bottles of Carters muzzle brake
spray and one bottle of Tru-oil gun stock finish. All appears
unused. VGC
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6 - 9MM RELOADING ACCESSORIES
Bag lot containing Lee 9mm reloading die set and a Lyman
reloading D-7 scale. VGC

8 - 1911 ACCESSORIES LOT
Bag lot containing one Safariland 1911 holster, an Ernie Hiltl
double leather mag pouch, 7R magazine and an extended
15R magazine. VGC

22 - NAGANT ACCESSORY LOT
Two oil bottles, several small tools/parts and a sling for Soviet Mosin Nagant rifle. VGC
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9 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Bag lot containing four stainless 10R .45 cal 1911 magazines
with extended base pads. Ram-Line brand. GC

23 - NO 4 BAYONET
British Military Spike Bayonet for the No 4 SMLE. Parade
polished finish and steel scabbard. ExC
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24 - LEE ENFIELD PARTS ETC
No 1 MKIII end cap with cut wood, No4 top wood, small
top wood, Blanco white sling and brass oil bottle, trigger and
guard, sight protector and barrel band. GC
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11 - WWII COMPASS
WWII British Military Airforce type P8 navigational compass. As used in British aeroplanes such as the Hurricane,
Spitfire and Mosquito. Contained in its original carry case.
GC

25 - SWEDISH 1896 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the 6.5 cal Swedish Mauser rifles. 21cm
speer point blade. All steel contruction, includes scabbard.
GC

12 - CUTAWAY GRENADE
Scarce armourers cutaway/sectionalised version of the M67
practice base ball grenade. Contained with its polyester
sleeve marked GREN HAND FRAG STG 75. ExC NLR
13 - PRACTICE BOMB
Most likely NZ Military aerial practice bomb. Blue in colour and marked Practice 8/12 Lb MK2 BREA UP & B&S.B
4/75. Includes original polystyrene box. ExC NLR
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14 - WWI TELESCOPIC
British Military No1 MKI trench or artillery scope. Brass
construction, 74cm long, 7-12 power marked Ross London
broad arrow 1915 etc. Optics mouldy and has graduated
markings. GC

17 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII SMLE Carbine. 20”.303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked
No5 MKI ROF (F) 7/45. Metalwork with near all original
Military black enamel finish. ExC original woodwork complete with strap. ExWO&C ALR

26 - SWISS K31 CARBINE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action
carbine. 25” 7.5 Swiss caliber barrel with original sights,
stacking hook and bayonet lug. The chamber marked with
Swiss cross and sold out of service mark. Metalwork retains
near all original blue. VGC original woodwork with some
handling dings complete with sling and original magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
27 - SWISS K11 CARBINE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin M1911 straight pull bolt action carbine. 24” 7.5 Swiss cal barrel with original sights,
bayonet lug and stacking hook. Chamber marked with
sold out of service mark and matching serial number on
bolt. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC woodwork
complete with sling, sight protector and original magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
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15 - WWII GAS MASK
US Navy WWII issue gas mask contained in its original
blue/grey webbing bag marked US N U GAS MASK NK
MARK IV. ExC
16 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE
British/NZ Military WWII Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.303 cal
barrel with original sights. The receiver marked No4 MKI*
LONG BRANCH 1942. The wrist with double numbers.
VGC original NZ marked woodwork with alloy butt plate
and swivels. VGWO&C ALR

20 - FINISH M24 NAGANT RIFLE
A Finish capture and rebuild of a Russian M91 Mosin Nagant, circa 1920s. 31 ½” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original
sights and has the Finish Civil Guard S in shield marking
(German made barrel). Hexagonal receiver with S prefix
number and dark grey patina. GC original woodwork with
Russian sling slots and correct Finish swivels. VGWO&C
ALR
21 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
Swedish M38 bolt action Military rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked Husqvarna etc
1944, bolt is the turned down type. Metalwork has near all
original blue. ExC original woodwork complete with paper
sighting tag, swivels and rod. ExWO&C ALR

7 - FIVE HOLSTERS
Bag lot containing 5 assorted leather hand gun holsters.

10 - MKII HELMET
British NZ Home Guard issue steel helmet, variant with raw
edge and stamped. Liner and leather strap with some staining. FC

18 - AUSTRALIAN SMLE RIFLE
WWII Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original
sights. The wrist marked MA LITHGOW SMLE III* 1944
and bolt has matching number. Metalwork has near all finish.
VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
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28 - SWISS M1889 RIFLE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin model 1889 straight pull bolt
action rifle. 30 ½” 7.5 Swiss cal barrel with original sights,
bayonet lug and stacking hook. The chamber, receiver, bolt
and magazine have matching numbers. Metalwork has near
all overall blue with some staining. VGC original woodwork
complete with swivels. The magazine has been pinned to
10R capacity. VGWO&C ALR
29 - K31 PARTS
Bag lot containing 10 small parts for the Swiss carbine including firing pin, stacking hook, cocking handle, bolt etc.
ExC

Photographs not necessarily to scale
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30 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONET
No5 MKI bayonet for the SMLE carbine. 19½cm white
steel blade blued at the ricasso. GC wooden grips with twin
screws, includes blued steel scabbard VGC

41 - M1942 HOLSTER
WWII Holster for the US model 1917 Colt or S&W revolvers. Rare version with welded toe, similar to the design of
the M1940 holster for the 45 auto. US embossed on the front
and SEARS on the back. ExC
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31 - SMLE BAG
WWII 1942 dated and broad arrow marked, kahki webbing
transit bag for the No5 carbine. VGC

42 - MAUSER HSC HOLSTER
Original brown/red leather WWII break away holster for the
Mauser pistol and magazine marked KARL ACKVA BAD
KREUZNACH 1938. In near issued ExC.

32 - US MILITARY RIFLE BOOK
US Military Bolt Action Rifles by Canfield. Hard cover,
large format, B&W photos and 429 pages, including serial
number tables. NEW

43 - PP SHOULDER HOLSTER
An unknown make shoulder holster to fit Walther PP Pistol
or similar, black leather vertical carry with brown leather
straps and polished metal clips. VGC
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33 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
Early WWII Nazi German pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights. The slide marked P38 ac 41 (Walther 1941)
as well as Waffen-amt 359 which is also on the frame. All
visible serial numbers are matching except the magazine
which is the correct early Walther Waffen amt type. Metalwork has most overall original finish thinning on the
edges and grip strap. VGC WWII brown bakelite grips. VGExWO&C B/CLR

44 - WINCHESTER ‘94’ RIFLE
US Winchester model 94 lever action rifle, circa 1964. 20”
.32 special cal barrel with original sights and full length
magazine. The receiver is fitted with a Lyman elevation
peep sight. Metalwork retains its near all original blue finish. ExC woodwork with steel butt plate. ExWO&C ALR
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34 - BLACK WIDOW LUGER
An excellent example of the famous WWII “Black Widow”
1941 Mauser Luger pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel dated 41 over
the chamber and acceptance mark. The side of the chamber with the Eagle over 655 sub variation 1. The toggle is
code marked byf for Mauser and the frame P08. Most overall original salt blue/black finish including the small parts,
hence the nick name “Black Widow”. Some holster wear
to the edges. All visible numbers including the magazine
are matching. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its
original German Army black leather holster with 1941 GCX
makers mark, large PO8 and Waffen amt. Includes correct
spare magazine. Classic rare WWII rig. VG-ExWO&C B/
CLR

45 - WINCHESTER ‘ 94’ RIFLE
US model ‘94 AE lever action rifle. 20” .44-40 cal barrel
with original sights and full length magazine. Metalwork
retains ExC original blue finish. ExC woodwork with small
handling mark on stock. Late production Winchester with
crossbolt safety. Includes Weaver style bases. ExWO&C
ALR
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46 - WINCHESTER ‘97 SHOTGUN
Antique US pump action shotgun, circa 1912. 30” 12g full
choke barrel with bead sight and original markings. The side
rail marked MODEL 1897 - WINCHESTER - etc. Metalwork has grey patina with traces of blue. GC woodwork
with handling dings and repacement butt plate. GWO&C
ALR
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35 - LHATI PISTOL
Finish L-35 pistol. 4 ½” 9mm cal barrel with original sights.
The receiver is marked VALMET L-35 on top and all external numbers are matching. Metalwork retains near all
original finish with slight wear to the leading edges and ExC
original brown plastic VKT logo grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
36 - TOKAREV TT33 PISTOL
WWII Soviet semi auto pistol. 4 ½” 7.62 TOK cal barrel
with original sights and dated 1939 plus marked with the
serial number which is matching on the frame. Metalwork
with near all arsenal blued finish. Gun is also marked with
small German Federal proof marks. ExC original grips and
magazine with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR
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39 - LUGER BOOKS
Lugers at Random by Keagon plus five small paper back
books - Luger Handbook, 1900 Luger US Test Trials,
Lugers Unlimited, Luger Tips and Lugers. GC
40 - LUGER HOLSTER
WWI period brown leather holster for the P08 pistol. The
rear straps have been removed and replaced with a single
wide leather loop otherwise GC

48 - WINCHESTER ‘94 RIFLE
US model ‘94 lever action rifle, circa 1923. 20”.25-35 WCF
cal barrel with original buckhorn sights and half length
magazine. Metalwork has ExC re-blued finish. The rifle is
fitted with a tang mounted Lyman peep sight. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
49 - SAVAGE 99 RIFLE
US model 99 lever action rifle. 22” .250-300 cal barrel.
Front sight is retained but missing rear sight. Action has
been fitted with two piece weaver style bases. Metalwork
has some staining to the receiver and barrel but retains most
blue thinning at the edges. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

37 - BERETTA M34 PISTOL
Italian Mililtary WWII period semi auto pistol. 3 ¼” .380
ACP cal barrel, the slide with original sights, Beretta Gardone address, 1942 date and MIG34 markings. Metalwork
has near all original finish and the slide has typical plum
colour. VGC original grip. ExWO&C CLR
38 - UNIQUE MODEL 17 PISTOL
French post WWII semi auto pistol. 3” .32ACP cal barrel
with original sights and the slide marked 7.65 COURT 9
COUPS “UNIQUE” etc. Metalwork with near all original
blue and ExC original grips. ExWO&C CLR

47 - WINCHESTER ‘12 SHOTGUN
US pump action shotgun, circa 1959. 27” Full choke 16g
barrel with bead sight and markings. Metalwork has most
original blue thinning where carried. VGC original woodwork with rubber Winchester butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

50 - M3 GREASE GUN
US WWII Submachine gun. 8” .45ACP cal barrel. The
stamped receiver with original sights fitted and marked
SUB-MACH GUN CAL 45 M3, guide lamp manufacture
code and US ordnance marks. The right hand side has correct M3 cocking handle and metalwork retains near all original parkerised finish and has its telescopic butt stock swivels
and original blued magazine. Hard to find a better example.
ExWO&C CLR
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51 - 1928A1 THOMPSON S.M.G
12 ½” .45 ACP cal fluted barrel with Cutts compensator. The
receiver with adjustable Lyman sight and all correct Auto
Ordnance and patent information with Savage prefix and
inspection marks. Upper and lower serial numbers are mis
matched. Metalwork has near all original finish. GC woodwork complete with swivels and 20R magazine. VGWO&C
CLR
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue
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52 - M1A1 THOMPSON S.M.G
British Military issue WWII submachine gun. 11” .45acp
cal barrel with original sights. The receiver with correct
Auto Ordnance Thompson M1A1 markings and GEG plus
FJA inspectors marks. The gun is also London proof marked
as well as US property mark behind the rear sight. Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish and upper and
lower serial numbers are matching. ExC original woodwork
with British Military modification to the sling swivel, where
it is moved to the side of the forend. Complete with original
sling and 30R magazine. British issue M1A1’s are seldom
seen as they mostly used the 1928/A1 as part of the lend/
leave programme. ExWO&C CLR

on the bolt, floor plate, small parts and stock. The receiver
is marked Kar 98 and the bolt is correct type with flattened
checkered back. Metalwork has nice original patina. ExC
original woodwork with Military cartouche markings and
stacking hook. VG-ExWO&C ALR
62 - G98 RIFLE
WWI Imperial German Gewehr 98 rifle. 30” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is
marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER A-,G OBENDORF
A/N 1917 as well as proof marks and serial number which
is also matching on the barrel, sight, floor plate, bands, bolt
release and stock. The bolt is without any number but has
correct inspection marks. The side rail is marked Gew 98.
Metalwork has dull overall original blue turning grey in areas. VGC original woodwork with grasping grooves below
the rear sight. Complete with swivels, rod and muzzle protector. VGWO&C ALR
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53 - M2 CARBINE
US WWII Select Fire Carbine. 18” .30 carbine cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The barrrel is marked
INLAND MFG DIV GENERAL MOTORS 9-44. The
chamber marked US CARBINE CAL .30 M1 (overstamped
M2). The receiver with selector and cut out in stock. The
rear has adjustable sight and is marked IBM CORP. Metalwork with near all parkerised finish. VGC woodwork that
has been refinished at some time and marked with rack numbers, complete with sling, oiler and 30R magazine
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54 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE POUCH
Three cell original WWII period webbing pouch for the
Thompson S.M.G marked USMC M.M.Co No.454R 1944.
55 - THOMPSON CLEANING ROD ETC.
Original brass cleaning rod for the Thompson SMG, plus a
steel maintance tool. VGC

64 - K98 BAYONET
German K98 bayonet re-marked for Isreali Military issue.
24 ½cm parkerised blade, wooden grip and steel scabbard.
VGC
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56 - THOMPSON BOOK
Note On Auto Ordnance - The Thompson S.M.G 2nd Edition by Buran & Hill. Large format, soft cover, spiral bound,
306 pages of indepth information. Inspired by the Helmer &
Cox box and the basis of the later books by Hill. Very rare,
out of print book. VGC

65 - G88 AMMO POUCH
Original German black leather ammo pouch. The inside has
20 individual loops for cartridges. Twin belt straps, one of
the side locking tabs is missing otherwise GC.

57 - THOMPSON SLING
Very rare original kahki webbing ‘NOBUCKL’ SLING FOR
THE 1921, 28 and M1A1 Thompson. Hard to find in this as
issued ExC.

66 - G98 SLING
Rare original WI Gewehr 98 rifle sling. Faint Berlin makers
mark and 1916 date. GC
63

58 - GREASE GUN MAG LOADER
Magazine loader for the US M3 and M3A1 grease gun,
parkerised finish. ExC
59 - MAUSER 1871 CARBINE
Rare antique German model 71 carbine. 20” 11x60mm cal
barrel with original sights. The pentagon shaped section
marked on top OESTERR. WAFFEN. GES (Steyr who
manufactured for Prussia). The left hand side is marked
with Crown/FW mark, caliber and serial number (matching
on the receiver and bolt). The right hand side with 5 crown/
letter proof mark. The receiver is also proofed and marked
K.Mod.71 1876 and 1677 rack number. Metalwork has dull
blue to the barrel and grey aged correct white metal patina
to the action and correct turned down bolt handle. VGC full
wood stock with correct serial numbered band and front cap.
The stock is also with cartouches on the underside and unit
marking B/Crown/R/2.R?/1/1 17. VGWO&C ALR
60 - M88 CARBINE
Scarce German Gewehr 88 Commission carbine. 18 ½”
7.92x57 cal barrel with original sights. The chamber with
K inspection mark C.G HAENEL SUHL 1890 mark and serial number which is matching on the bolt floor plate, barrel and band, which also have proof marks on the receiver
marked Kar.88. Metalwork has most blue to the barrel and
floor plate and the action has correct aged white metal finish. VGC original full wood stock with cartouches on the
underside. ExWO&C ALR
61 - MAUSER 98 CARBINE
Pre WWI German Military Mauser Kar 98AZ carbine. 24”
8mm cal barrel with original sights graduated to 2000M.
The chamber is marked 7,9 Crown/PANZIG 1909 and proof
marks as well as serial numbers which are also matching

63 - K98 RIFLE
Late WWII German Military bolt action Kriegsmodel Kar
98K rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights but without provision for bayonet or cleaning rod. Marked with
serial number, Army acceptance Eagle and Waffen-amt 63
also on the chamber which is dated 1944 and has dot code
mark (Czech Brunn Works) as well as Eagle proof. The only
visible numbers on the gun are on the bolt and barrel which
are matching. ExC original laminated stock. A nice example
of a hard to find late war K98. ExWO&C ALR

67 - MAUSER AMMO POUCH
Two three cell leather ammo pouches for the WWI German
rifle, both with makers mark and 1915 date. Also included is
Y strap and belt. GC
68 - MUZZLE GUARD AND ROD
Steel muzzle and sight protector for the WWII K98 plus a
32cm cleaning rod. VGC
69 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER
US Colt double action revolver, circa 1989. 6” .357 cal barrel with original adjustable sights and marked with Hartford
address and PYTHON 357 etc. Stainless steel metalwork is
in ExC without significant scratches. ExC original Colt logo
rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
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70 - COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER
Vintage, circa 1953, double action revolver. 4” .38 Special
cal barrel marked with Colt Hartford address, POLICE
POSITIVE SPECIAL 38 COLT N.P CTG. The frame is
marked with the rampant horse logo. Metalwork retains
nearly all its original bright blue finish. The underside of the
butt has Police/Agency ID mark B.P DU C. VGC possible
replacement plastic checkered ‘Coltwood’ grips with logo.
VGWO&C B/CLR
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71 - POLICE POSTIVE REVOLVER
US Colt model double action revolver, circa 1980s. 4” .38
special cal barrel with ramped front sight marked with Hartford address plus POLICE POSITIVE .38 SPECIAL CTG.
Metalwork with near all original blue finish showing holster
wear on the front of the barrel. Rampant Colt logo on left
hand side of the frame. Revolver is fitted with Pachmayer
rubberized grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
71
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72 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian semi automatic pistol. 4 ½” 9mm cal barrel, slide
fitted with original sights and Gen 4 markings. ExC original
finish. Polymer frame. Includes original box and two extra
magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

84 - HUSQVARNA SPORTING RIFLE
High quality Swedish Husqvarna 1640 HVA modified
Mauser 98 bolt action sporting rifle. 24 ½” 9.3x62 cal barrel
with fixed iron sights and marked HUSQVARNA VAPENFABRIKS A.B. KAL. 9.3x62 as well as serial number and
Swedish Nitro proof. The receiver fitted with QD Weaver
mounts and 2.5-20 Weaver scope. Metalwork retains near
all original blue finish with just slight loss to the edges of
the alloy trigger guard. ExC deluxe walnut checkered stock
with ebony forend and Pachmayr butt pad. Includes reloading dies and 60R of factory ammunition. Some minor handling marks otherwise ExWO&C ALR
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73 - CZ75 SP-01 PISTOL
Czech semi auto pistol. 4 ½” 9mm cal barrel with fibre
optic front and fixed rear sight, slide marked CZ75 SP-01
SHADOW. Metalwork with near all original black finish.
ExC original rubber grip. ExWO&C B/CLR
74 - BROWNING BUCKMARK PISTOL
US model Buck Mark semi automatic pistol. 5.5”.22 cal bull
barrel, slide with original Browning adjustable target sights.
Metalwork retains most blue finish with slight thinning at
muzzle. Original rubberized grips with Browning logo. Includes original box and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

85 - MAUSER 98 SPORTING RIFLE
Vintage Sporting Rifle by Austrian gunmaker M Amrush.
23¼” 7x57 cal barrel with ramped forsight and the rear
blade removed. The engraved action features foliate designs
and butter knife bolt handle, the floor plate and trigger guard
are also engraved with foliate and Deer scene. The twin trigger has been removed and replaced with a Timney trigger.
The wrist has thumb safety. Metalwork has grey overall
patina. GC original two piece wooden stock, antler pistol
grip, butt cap and rubber butt pad fitted and includes Claw
mount and 1” rings. GWO&C ALR
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75 - BULGARIAN AK47
Cold war era Bulgarian Military issue variant of the Soviet
AK47 rifle. 15 ½” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights.
The milled receiver is marked with the 10 inside twin circles, arsenal markings and has three postition selector. Metalwork has near all overall original blued finish. ExC steel
underfolding stock and faux wood furniture. Complete with
30R magazine and cleaning rod. ExWO&C CLR

86 - REMINGTON MOHAWK RIFLE
Circa 1970s US Sporting Rifle. 19½” .243 cal barrel with
original sights and Illion address. The action marked MOHAWK - 600 and has tip off 1” rings fitted. Metalwork retains near all blued finish. VGC full wood stock with horn
tip and QD swivel bases. VGWO&C ALR
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76 - ROMANIAN ARMS RIFLE
Cold war era variant of the AKM assault rifle. 7.62x39 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Folded steel receiver with 3 position selector and 1991 date. Metalwork
with near all original finish. VGC laminated forend and faux
wood pistol grip. Steel folding wire stock and 30 shot magazine and sling. ExWO&C CLR
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77 - TYPE 56 RIFLE
Chinese select fire variant of the Russian AKM. 16” 7.62x39
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug, the receiver
is folded steel type and marked 56. Metalwork has most
thinning original finish with areas of pin pricking to the dust
cover and gas tube. VGC original brown/red synthetic furniture complete with sling, 30R magazine and cleaning kit.
VGWO&C CLR

87 - LUGER RIFLE
Mini Mauser action Sporting rifle built by Zastava. 18” .223
cal barrel with foresight, but rear sight has been removed.
The receiver fitted with Bushnell Banner 6-18 scope. Metalwork has near all blued finish. VGC full wood Mannlicher
type stock with pistol grip butt cap removed. VGWO&C
ALR

85

88 - SAVAGE 340B RIFLE
Vintage U.S bolt action sporting rifle. 24’ .222 cal barrel
with original iron sights, the receiver has typical side mount
with Bushnell banner scope fitted. Metalwork has thin
blue finish. VGC varnished wood stock with QD swivels.
Includes its original detachable box magazine. VGWO&C
ALR

78 - RPG-7 SCOPE
Ex Chinese Military Vietnam era scope with range finding
reticle for the type 69 RGP. Near all original green paint
finish. VGC
79 - AK MAG POUCH
Eastern Euroupean green/canvas four cell magazine pouch
for the AK47. ExC

84

86

80 - NAGANT POUCHES
Twin cell pebble leather pouch for the Mosin Nagant rifle
containing oil bottle plus a webbing sling. ExC
81 - VIETNAM M16 TRAINING RIFLE
Original US Military Vietnam era ‘Rubber Duck’ M16A1
hard rubber training rifle. Marked like the original - COLT
AR15 PROPERTY OF U.S GOVT etc and has early prong
flash hider. The butt marked TASO-FG D-9 - 1109. Some
mould marks and curve to the handguard but in as issued
VGC NLR

90 - BRNO HORNET RIFLE
Czech ZKW 465 bolt action rifle, circa 1974. 23” .22 Hornet
cal barrel with foresight, missing the hood and rear sight.
The receiver marked with model and ZBROJOVKA BRNO
and fitted with one piece mount and scope and has double
set trigger. Metalwork has thinning original blue. VGC original woodwork with handling marks. Includes its detachable
box magazine. G-VGWO&C ALR

88

91 - .38 1911 MAGAZINES
Bag lot containing four .38 Super cal 9R 1911 magazines.
Blued finish. VGC

82 - AK47 TRAINING RIFLE
Vietnam era original U.S Military issue hard rubber training
rifle. Similar to the previous lot, the stock marked TASO FG DVC-T 30-6. Some mould marks around the ejection
port. VGC NLR
83 - VIETNAM SKS POUCH
Vietnamese/Chinese 10 cell chest pouch for the SKS rifle.
Green areas with some staining and marked on the back in
Chinese. GC

89 - PARKER HALE RIFLE
English Parker Hale, Mauser type bolt action sporting rifle.
24” .30-06 cal barrel without sights. Action has been fitted
with a Tasco 4x44 scope. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. VGC woodwork with few handling marks.
ExWO&C ALR

90

89

92 - G3FS STOCK
Factory collapsable sliding stock for the H&K .308 cal
G3FS rifle complete with main spring. ExC
93 - M16 MAGAZINE CLAMPS
Bag lot containing two packets of M16 steel double magazine clamps - UTG brand. ExC
94 - GLOCK MAGAZINES
Two Glock 9mm magazines. One 17R plus 2 magazines and
one 33R magazine. ExC
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95 - G1 MAG POUCH
German Military twin cell magazine pouch for G1 rifle. ExC
black leather marked H.Rogge Berlin. ExC
96 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER
Very desirable vintage, circa 1988, Colt Python revolver.
4” barrel marked Python .357 cal etc and with orange front
sight and adjustable rear. Metalwork is in ExC and retains
all original bright royal finish specially for the Python. ExC
original Colt rubber grips. This gun appears unused and
would be hard to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR
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97 - COLT DIAMONDBACK REVOLVER
Collectable vintage Colt double action revolver, circa 1977.
4” .38 special cal ribbed barrel marked Diamondback .38
Colt etc. Metalwork retains all original nickel plated finish.
ExC original Colt medalion walnut grips. These are seldom
encountered. ExWO&C B/CLR
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98 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Arizona Ranger Frontier Scout Commemorative single action revolver, circa 1973. 5½” .22lr cal blued barrel marked
with Colt address etc. The frame is marked with Colt rampant horse logo and patent dates. Metalwork retains all original bright case colours and the grip straps are nickel plated.
ExC original deluxe rosewood medallion grips. This limited, one of 3000 revolvers is in as new ExWO&C B/CLR
99 - MAUSER RIFLE BOOK
Mauser Military Rifles of the World, 4th Edition by Wall.
Large format, hard cover, colour photos. Excellent reference
book. NEW
100 - SVT40 BAYONET
Very rare original bayonet for the Soviet WWII semi auto
rifle. 23½cm blade with ¾ length fuller. VGC wooden grip
complete with original steel scabbard. VGC

106 - REMINGTON DERINGER
Antique, circa 1888 - 3rd Model Deringer with early 3 digit
serial number. 3” .41RF cal barrels with one line address
REMINGTON ARMS CO. ILLION N.Y. Metalwork has
thinning blue to the barrels and small parts with traces of
finish to the frame. VGC original chequered hard rubber
grips. Hard to find in the blued finish rather than the more
common nickel finish. VGWO&C CLR

98

105

110 - 50.95 AMMO
Rare collectors 20R packet of 50-95 Winchester Express
ammo for the 76 and 85 lever action rifles. The left hand
side label has come off otherwise VGC ALR
106

102 - K98 BOOK
The K98 Rifle Propaganda Series. Hard cover, medium format, 151 pages with many original WWII black and white
photos. ExC

104 - PILADELPHIA DERINGER
Antique percussion Derringer by Frederick Lins, circa
1850s. 2¾” .41 cal octagonal to round barrel marked A.
FREDK LINS. PHILADA. The lock plate, hammer and
tang are foliate engraved. Metalwork retains most original
brown finish and traces of case colour. ExC finely checkered walnut woodwork with German silver furniture which
is also engraved on the lock plate and trigger guard with
pineapple finial. A great example from one of the top Deringer makers. ExWO&C NLR
105 - MOORES PATENT REVOLVER
Antique National Company Testfire revolver, circa 186470. 3¼” .32TF cal barrel marked NATIONAL ARMS CO
BROOKLYN, N.Y. and foliate engraving also on the cylinder and brass frame. Metalwork has dark grey patina and
all of the silver plate has gone from the frame. GC original
walnut grips GWO&C NLR

108 - COLT NO3 DERINGER
Antique, circa late 1800s, Thuer model Deringer. 2½”
.41RF cal barrel marked -COLT- and Birmingham proof
marks also on the frame, an indication it was sold in England but not through the London agency. Metalwork has
grey patina on the barrel and the brass frame has very little
of the original nickel silver finish. VGC original rosewood
grips. GWO&C CLR
109 - S&W MODEL 1 ½ REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1868-75, US Smith & Wesson No 1½ second
issue revolver. 3½” .32RF cal barrel marked on top with
Springfield address and patent dates ending in 1865. 5 shot
fluted cylinder and metalwork retains most overall original
blued finish with minor scattered speckling. VGC original
wooden grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

103

101 - BREN BIPOD
Steel MKII Bren bipod. Variant without height adjustment
in the legs. Near all blued finish. VGC

103 - ALLAN & WHEELOCK NAVY REVOLVER
A very rare US Civil War period 3rd model Lip fire revolver.
6”.36 LF cal octagonal barrel with original brass foresight
and marked on the left hand side ALLEN & WHEELOCK
WORCESTER MASS. U.S./ALLENS PATENTS SEPT.7,
NOV. 9, 1858. 6 Shot round cylinder and central hammer.
The gun uses a unique system to eject the cartridge by pulling down on the trigger guard. Metalwork retains areas of
blue to the barrel, frame and cylinder and edges are sharp.
Case colours still remain to the hammer and trigger guard.
VGC original walnut grips. Only, approximately, 500 of this
model revolver were made and although no Government
contracts were given they are considered a Martial handgun.
VGWO&C NLR

107 - SOUTHERNER DERINGER
Antique, circa 1866-69 US single barrel Deringer. 2½”
.41RF cal blue octagonal barrel with nickel silver sight,
the top flat marked SOUTHERNER and the side with Merrimack Arms Co address. The barrel retains near all its
original bright blue and edges are sharp, the frame is brass
variant and interestingly shows no sign of ever being nickel
finished. ExC original walnut grips. ExWO&C CLR

111 - 405 WINCHESTER AMMO
A top condition unopened 1932 blue ‘Staynless’ packet for
the 1895 lever action rifle. This was Winchesters most powerfull lever action cartridge. ExC ALR
112 - 35 WINCHESTER AMMO
Two rare 10R packets of Kynoch .35 Winchester 230g SP
ammo for the 1895 lever action. GC ALR

107

113 - KYNOCH COLLECTORS AMMO
Assorted lot of vintage Kynoch. 50R packet of 44 Winchester CF for the 73 & 92 rifles as well as the Lightning rifle
and Frontier pistol, plus 50R 32 S&W revolver ammo and ½
packet (12R) of 380 hammerless and a mostly used packet
of .450 revolver (18 live, 27 fired cases). 38 S&W cattle
killer cartridges, 50R packet containing 15R. FC ALR

108

114 - 30-40 KRAGG AMMO
Three packets of collectable vintage 30-40 Krag .30 US
ammo. One Peters high velocity containing 20R with blue
label, one Remington UMC Hi-Speed yellow packet containing 20R, one Remington Kleen bore green packet containing 10R. ALR

109

115

115 - PK MACHINE GUN
A scarce and desirable Cold War era Polish Military Klashnikov PK General purpose M.G. 20” 7.62x54R early style
fluted barrel with flash hider and original bi-pod fitted. The
top of the gun is marked with arsenal code 6, 1974 date, serial number and has original rear sight. Metalwork has near
all original arsenal parkerised finish. ExC original laminated
wooden butt stock and faux wood Bakelite pistol grip and
carry handle. Also included is its original 100R belt drum/
battle pack with link. Regarded as one of the finest GPMGs
of all time and the first time we have seen for sale on the
open market in New Zealand and is an unique opportunity
for the MG collector. ExWO&C CLR Est $6,000 - 10,000

6
116 - CZECH UK69 M.G
Czech Universal light machine gun. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original flash hider sights and folding bipod. The
receiver with arsenal markings CZO and 1961 date and
serial number (matching on trigger group and butt stock).
Metalwork has near all arsenal grey enamel type finish.
VGC wooden stock and grip with some chipping to the lacquer. Includes its original belt hopper link and ammo can.
ExWO&C CLR

lobbing sight, swivels and original magazine. Missing the
safety otherwise VGWO&C ALR
126 - SMLE NO IMK III RIFLE
Australian Military WWII Lee Enfield. 25”.303 cal barrel
with original sights. Chamber is marked D↑D FTR. The
wrist marked MA LITHGOW SMLE II* 1942. Bolt and receiver have matching numbers. Metalwork has most overall
blue. GC woodwork with some handling dings. Includes its
original sling. VGWO&C ALR

117

117 - SCORPION S.M.G
Czech VZ61 machine pistol. 4½” .32acp cal barrel. The receiver with original sights and three position selector. The
underside marked with 66 date and she arsenal code. Metalwork has near all original blued finish steel, steel folding
butt stock and VGC wooden pistol grip. Includes its 10 shot
magazine. VGWO&C CLR

121

118 - PK BELT DRUM
Metal 100R belt drum/battle pack for the Com block PK &
PKM machine gun. Near all green paint finish and contains
metal belt. ExC

128 - SMALL ARMS BOOK
Small Arms of the World 12th Edition. This large format,
hard cover encyclopedia is a must have reference book, 890
pages with over 3500 guns and B&W photos. VGC

130

119 - H&K G3 SCOPE
Ex Dutch Military Karl Kaps 4 power scope with quick
release claw mount. Very similar to the Hensoldt type. Includes carry case and internal filter. ExC

129 - HANDGUN BOOK
The Handgun by Boothroyd. Hard cover, large format, 560
pages with B&W photos. Excellent encyclopidia style reference book covering almost all handgun developments. VGC

120 - RPG SIGHT
Soviet Cold War era RPG-7 optical sight and mount with
illuminated function. Includes original webbing carry case .
presumed working. GC

131

130 - GERMAN LP34 FLARE GUN
WWII German 2.7cm Leuchpistole. 6” octagonal/round
barrel (27mm cal) marked with Army acceptance eagle. The
frame marked ERMA-ERFURT 1938 and also with eagle
and 280 (ERMA) Waffen-amt codes. Metalwork has near all
black enamel finish. VGC bakelite grips with lanyard ring.
ExWO&C NLR

121 - LA RUE NIGHT VISION
U.S la Rue Tactical brand head mounted night vision, 1
power monocular model PS-14, circa early 2000s. Marked
ATN P5-14 Gen 21. Also can be removed from the head
band for rifle mount. VGC
122 - PATTERN 53 CARBINE
NZ Military issue artillery 2nd model 1858 carbine. 24”
.577 cal barrel with sword bayonet bar on right hand side
and original sights with flip up 200 & 300 yard leafs as
well as ordnance markings near the breech. The lock plate
is marked crown/VR and 1860 date and crown/↑ markings.
Metalwork has dark overall original patina. VGC original
woodwork with brass furniture. The top of the butt plate is
marked NZ 613 171. Complete with swivels and original
cleaning rod. VGWO&C NLR

125 - LONG TOM RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfield NO1* rifle. 30” 303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Belt and gun have mismatched numbers. The wrist is marked Crown/VR B.S.A
Co 1901 L.E I.*. Metalwork has near all original bright blue
finish. VGC woodwork marked NZ 1901 complete with

131 - KILGORE FLARE GUN
US Military issue Kilgore model B flare gun. 8” 40mm cal
round alloy barrel marked on the frame USCG APRROV
NO 160 and Signal Pyrotechnic Co logo as well as PT 8-5a.
Most overall original black paint finish. VGWO&C NLR

127

124

123 - SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE
NZ Military Snider Mark III Cavalry carbine. 19.25” .577
cal barrel with original sights and rear graduated to 600
yards. The breech marked N80Z III 084 and S sold out of
service mark. The breech with spring lock and flat hammer
face is marked BSA Co and ordnance marks also on the
barrel and chamber. The lock plate is marked with Crown/
VR cypher ↑ BSA & M. Co 1880. Metalwork has nice untouched patina with areas of thin blue to the barrel and case
colours to the lock plate. VGC original woodwork with
brass furniture and clean cartouche complete with chain and
original two piece cleaning rod. One of the better examples
we have seen. ExWO&C ALR
124 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
NZ Military single shot MKIII breech loading rifle. 32½”
.577/450 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet bar
on band. The rear sight is bent on one side, the chamber is
marked ↑ NZ 95. The right hand side of the action is marked
Crown/VR BSA and M Co 1885 Crown/↑ III.I. Metalwork
has all over pinprick pitting. GC original woodwork complete with swivels. Most examples were converted to .303
cal. FWO&C ALR

127 - CHINESE M53 CARBINE
Chinese Military variant of the Soviet M44 Mosin Nagant
carbine. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with iron sights and side
folding bayonet (bayonet possible replacement as it has
later grey finish). The chamber with 296 arsenal mark and
1955 date. Bolt and receiver are typically mismatched.
Most overall blue. VGC woodwork with crack in top wood.
VGWO&C ALR

126

133
125

132 - CALISHER AND TERRY RIFLE
An exquisite cased double barrel capping breech loading
percussion sporting rifle, circa 1860s. 26½” .40 bore Damascus barrels with three leaf rear sights graduated 100, 200
and 300. Marked TERRYS PATENT 40 BORE GRINDLAY
& CO PARLIAMENT STREET LONDON. This is also
marked on the lock plates. The gun is profusely and finely
engraved with borderline and foliate scenes on the hammers, breech, bolt handles and lock plate. Metalwork retains
near all original brown and case colours. The deluxe checkered walnut has superb grain. The steel butt plate is blued
with borderline engraving and a scene of a lion attacking a
warthog. The triggerguard is also blued and is engraved with
a lion and extends into a vase finial and horn tip. The gun
is contained in its original mahogany green baize lined case
with Calisher & Terry trade label, Hawkesly flask, bronze
and steel moulds, cleaning rod caps and tools etc. Grindley
& Co were an English bank with interests in Indian and Africa. It is in our opinion that this dangerous game rifle was
built by Calisher & Terry for the bank. This gun is in superb
condition and a unique opportunity for the discerning collector. ExWO&C NLR Est $12,000 -20,000
133 - PARKER FOWLING PIECE
A very fine antique double barrel Flintlock fowling piece,
circa early 1800s, by famous English gun maker William
Parker. 30” 16 bore damacus twist barrels marked in gold
W.PARKER HOLBORN.LONDON as well as twin gold
bands and platinum plugs at the breech. The underside
with London proof marks and serial numbers 2766. The
lock plates are borderline and floral engraved and marked
W Parker in script. They have intricate U notched waterproof pans, roller frizzen and reinforced cocks. The walnut
stock with steel furniture has a combe to the left hand side,
checkered wrist and forend, steel butt plate extending into
the stock and engraved trigger guard and pineapple finials.
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141 - WINCHESTER BOOK
Winchester - An American Legend by R.L Wilson. Hard
cover, large format, 395 pages and colour photos featuring
some of the worlds nicest Winchester rifles. VGC

Metalwork has most brown to the barrels and faded case
colours to the locks. Some loss of finish on the underside
of the triggerguard. Contained in its original blue purple
baize lined mahongany case with brass D ring, inlay patina,
trade label and reinforced corners. The case has original accessories including flask, shot bag, articulated cleaning rod
and dipper. William Parker was one of the finest gun makers
of his time and held the Royal Warant. A superb example
for the discerning collector. ExWO&C NLR Est $15,000
-20,000
134 - JOSEPH LANG ROOK RIFLE
Antique, circa late 19th Century, single shot rook rifle by
Joseph Long. 26” blued steel octagonal to round .250 rook
caliber barrel with raised dovetail foresight and 3 position
leaf rear sight. Marked JOSEPH LANG AND SON 102
NEW BOND ST LONDON, W and .250 on the chamber.
The action with thumb side release is borderline engraved
and retains near all bright case colors. ExC chequered walnut stock with ebony tip on the forend silver escucheon on
the underside and case hardened cap on the grip. Contained
in its original blue baize lined case with oil bottle cleaning
rod, turnscrew, sling and bullets. ExWO&C ALR
135 - WINCHESTER ‘86 RIFLE
Antique US model 1866 lever action rifle, circa 1889. 26”
40-82 cal octagonal barrel with express bead and three leaf
rear sights and ½ magazine. The barrel is marked with two
line address - MANUFACTURED BY THE - WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEWHAVEN. CONN
U.S.A - 40-82WCF. The upper tang is marked - MODEL
1886 - and has two filled screw holes where a tang peep
sight has been fitted. The lower is marked with serial number and patent information. Metalwork has near all original
blue to the barrel but thinning on leading edges. The frame
has turned a dark grey patina. ExC original lacquered crescent butt and forend. A nice example of a large game hunting rifle with many special order features. VG-ExWO&C
ALR
136 - WINCHESTER ‘86 RIFLE
Antique US lever action rifle, circa 1905. 24” .33 cal round
barrel with full length magazine and Lyman dovetail foresight and flat top rear sight. The barrel is marked with two
line New Haven address and 33 WCF nickel steel barrel especially for smokeless powder and Winchester proof also
above the chamber. The upper tang is marked MODEL 1886
- WINCHESTER - TRADE MARK and the lower tang with
patent and serial numbers. Metalwork has near all overall
blue finish. VGC original woodwork with shotgun type butt
stock with hard rubber butt plate with crack near the screw
VGWO&C ALR
137 - WINCHESTER ‘ 73 RIFLE
Antique US 3rd Model 1873 lever action rifle, circa 1884.
24” 38-40 cal round barrel with full length magazine and
semi buckhorn rear sight and bead front. Marked with New
Haven address and patent information as well as 38-CAL
the receiver with dust cover is marked on the tang -MODEL 1873- and the lower tang with the serial number in the
164000 range and the caliber is correctly marked on the underside. Metalwork has original patina with slight traces of
original finish in concealed areas. VGC original woodwork
with only minor handling marks. VGWO&C ALR
138 - VINTAGE CALANDER
Framed vintage 1953 calander for Nevada liquor company.
Features Indian scene print by famous Western artist CM
Russell. ExC
139 - 73’ RIFLE ROD
Original 4 piece steel and brass cleaning rod for the Winchester rifle. VGC
140 - WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOLS
38 S&W Special Winchester brand bullet mould with wooden handles plus an 8th model steel reloading tool, also Winchester marked. ExC

142 - PEACEMAKERS BOOK
The Peacemakers Arms Adventure in the American West by
R.L Wilson. Large format, hard cover, 375 pages and colour
photos. VGC
143 - TWO BROWNING HI POWER PISTOLS
A pair of consecutively numbered Browning M35 Hi power
9mm pistols. These Military model pistols have 4½” barrel with fixed sights. Right hand side marked FABRIQUE
NATIONALE HERSTAL BELGIQUE BROWNINGS
PATENT. Spur hammer models with lanyard rings at the
bottom of the grip. Metalwork has most original matte black
textured finish, both pistols are in a similar condition with
one showing slight wear. Consecutively numbered Military
pistols are very uncommon. ExWO&C B/CLR

136

134

143

144

146

147

* Note - Unfortunately due to the
re classification of some restricted
weapon magazines and the delay
in issuing licenses for prohibited
magazines (magazines over 10Round,
other than for a pistol) will not be
available for pick up at the auction.
We will store these for you until they
can be picked up via permit at a later
date. For more information on this
feel free to give us a call.

144 - CZ PISTOL
Czech model 85 combat semi automatic pistol. 4½” 9mm
cal barrel, slide with original adjustable sights. Metalwork
retains ExC finish. Ambidextrous safety and slide lock.
ExC plastic grips. Includes its original box and magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR
145 - COLT CLASSIC .45 PISTOL
High quality US Colt made 1911 Government pistol. 5”
.45ACP cal barrel, the slide with original fixed sights and
marked Classic .45 and the rampant horse logo in gold on
the left hand side. The right side roll marked -SERIES 80and has the American Eagle. The frame with Hartford address. Metalwork retains all its original Royal blue finish
(same as what is used on the Python revolver). ExC original
checkered wooden grips and includes its original magazine.
Built by Colt for the Springfield Armoury (Note: Historic
Armoury, not Modern Arms Company). A desirable seldom
seen pistol in as new ExWO&C B/CLR
146 - S&W MODEL 41 PISTOL
Very high quality vintage target pistol, circa 1977. 5½” .22lr
cal barrel, slide with original adjustable sights and marked
SMITH & WESSON and caliber. The frame is also correctly
marked with S&W address, logo and model 41. Metalwork
retains near all original blue finish with only a couple of
minor handling marks. ExC original checkered walnut grips
and original magazine. These hand built pistols are world
renowned as one of the nicest 22 pistols made and this is
one of the nicest examples we have seen. ExWO&C B/CLR
147 - COLT ACE PISTOL
A very scarce factory original Colt Service model ACE pistol, circa 1981. 5” .22lr cal barrel, the slide with original
adjustable sights and is marked COLT SERVICE MODEL
ACE .22 LONG RIFLE and rampant Colt logo, the frame is
marked with correct Colt address and serial number. Metalwork retains near all original bright and matte blue finishes.
ExC Pachmayr rubber grips and original magazine. This is
a factory built Ace and not a conversion kit fitted to a frame
and is a very hard firearm to find for the Colt collector especially in near new ExWO&C B/CLR
148 - HI POWER BOOK
The Browning High Power automatic pistol by Blake Stevens. Hard cover, large format, 290 pages and B&W photos.
Excellent in depth reference book. VGC
149 - HI POWER MAGAZINES
Two magazines for the Browning 9mm pistol. Early Military type with JI (INGLIS CANADA) markings. GC
150 - PISTOL LANYARD
Original British Military olive green braided cord lanyard
with one fixed knot and one sliding. ExC
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151 - US M17 BAYONET
US Military WWI bayonet for the M17 Enfield rifle, 42cm
blued blade, flying bomb and US marked as well as Remington 1917. ExC original grips and includes scabbard VGC

165 - GERMAN BINOCULARS
WWII German binoculars. Alloy and steel construction
marked Dienstglas 7x50, serial number and beh makers
code. Retains 50% original finish. Includes its Waffen-amt
marked case. Optics are cloudy. FC

151

152 - BOLO KNIFE
US M1917 Bolo knife. 26cm blade marked US MOD 1917
PLUMB PHILA 1918. Grey to dark speckled patina. VGC
original textured walnut grips. Complete with leather and
canvas scabbard. VGC
153 - M4 BAYONET
Modern made Camillus US M4 bayonet with parkerised
blade, stacked leather handle and sheath. VGC

166 - GERMAN COFFEE AND PLATE
A packet of WWII SS marked coffee plus a small white and
blue Nazi marked side plate which is also marked WMF.
VGC
167 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
WWII Nazi German naval dagger. 25cm blade etched with
Naval design and marked with the 1941-42 original Eickhorn Solinger logo. The blade has scattered pitting over
most of the blade. ExC brass guard with anchor and pommel
with eagle and Swastika. Ivory coloured celluloid handle
with twisted brass wire detail. The original brass scabbard
with lightning bolt design is quite dented in areas and will
not go in the last centimeter. FC

152

154 - KA-BAR KNIFE
WWII era US Military fighting knife. 17½cm blade marked
US CAMILLUS N.Y with some staining, leather stacked
handle. Includes scabbard personalised with initials F.L.S.
GC
155 - SMLE WOODWORK
Complete original front, three piece woodwork for No1
MKIII SMLE rifle. Consisting of magazine, bayonet, uncut
lower section top wood and sight wood. Variant with lobbing sight cut out. VGC
156 - SMLE WOODWORK
Similar to previous lot. VGC

168 - HITLER RING
1930s Hitler Party rally ring. Profile of Hitler on top and
Swastikas on each side. Shows nice age. GC
169 - SS MEDAL
Four Year Service Medal. Round blackened bronze with
runes in reaf and motto on the back over the top of the number 4. Has a royal blue ribbon. GC

161

157 - SMLE WOODWORK
Similar to previous lot. VGC

162

158 - SMLE LEE ENFIELD SLING
Two webbing SMLE rifle slings, one olive the other blanco
parade white. GC

171 - GERMAN MAIL SACK
WWII German Army cloth mail sack. One side with Army
eagle and the other side marked Mar. Verp?? unsamt Wilhelmshauer 1943. 105x68cm with quite a few wear holes.
Nice piece for a display. GC

159 - HI POWER HOLSTER
WWII 1937 pattern Army holster for the 38 cal revolver
194? date and ordnance marked. VGC

172 - HITLER PAPER WEIGHT
Clear glass paper weight with black and white image of
Hitler set underneath to provide a 3D type effect. The item
has a rounded circular ‘river rock’ shape and has some wear
to the image background and years of fine handling scratches. Measures 8cm accross and 4½cm high. In our opinion
this is a period piece. GC

160 - CHINESE M53 CARBINE
Chinese Military Mosin Nagant type 53 copy of the Soviet
M44. 20” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights and side
folding bayonet. Chamber with 26 arsenal mark and 1960
date. Bolt and receiver are mismatched but stock matches
receiver. Metalwork with dark overall blue. GC woodwork
with handling dings complete with cleaning rod. VGWO&C
ALR
161 - CHINESE MAUSER RIFLE
A WWII “Chang Kai-Shek” model short rifle based on the
standard Mauser Short rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is marked with
Chinese bow and arrow arsenal marking and 33-12 (1944
date). Metalwork with near all blue finish. VGC woodwork
with small repair below the rail and marked with cartouche
on the butt and complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR

173 - GRAVY BOAT
WWII German China Luftwaffe gravy boat with built in
saucer. Marked FI. Luftwaffe eagle U.V 1939 & Bohemia
makers mark. 27cmLx18Wx13H. GC

160

174 - LUFTWAFFE BOWL
Square German WWII China serving bowl marked FI. Luftwaffe eale U.V 1941 & Bohemia makers mark. 27 ½cm x27
½cm. GC

163

175 - WEBLEY GREEN REVOLVER
British double action model 1889 revolver, circa late 19th
Century. 5¾” 455/476 cal barrel marked with retailer
Charles Lancasters, London address and “WG” MODEL
1899. The frame with Webley patent and winged bullet
W&S logo. Metalwork has most overall original charcoal
blue with loss to the edges and the base of the frame. The
six shot cylinder has ‘church steeple’ fluting and has matching number to the frame with earlier model 1886 birds head
shaped grip with ExC original vulcanite grips and lanyard
ring. VGWO&C CLR

162 - CHINESE 88 RIFLE
Chinese Military Hanyang rifle, copy of the German
Gewehr M1888. 30” 7.92x57 cal barrel with original sights
and the chamber is marked with Chinese arsenal mark. Metalwork has some pinpricking and dark patina. GC woodwork with handling dings and marked with twin cartouches.
VGWO&C ALR
163 - INDIAN .410 SMLE RIFLE
Indian Military/Government .410 conversion of a Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.410g barrel with original sights. The wrist
marked Crown/GR ISHAPORE 1930 SHT LE III. Metalwork with most overall blue finish. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
164 - INDIAN SMLE RIFLE
Indian Military issue Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel
with original sights. The wrist marked Crown GRI 1948
NO1 MK3. Metalwork with dark patina. FC woodwork with
heavy handling marks. GWO&C ALR

170 - ARMY SERVICE MEDAL
Four Year WWII German Army Service Medal. Complete
with royal blue ribbon with a small eagle pin. VGC

175

176

176 - PRYSE REVOLVER
Antique double action English revolver, circa late 1870s.
5 ½” .455/476 cal barrel marked with makers name - TW
WATSON 4 PALL MALL LONDON as well as London
proofs and Pryses arrow logo. 5 Shot round cylinder. Metalwork retains most original charcoal blue to the barrel and
triggerguard sections, but has turned grey on the frame.
VGC original one piece checkered grips with lanyard rings.
VGWO&C CLR

9
177 - WEBLEY - WILKINSON REVOLVER
British Model 1892 revolver. 6” .455/476 octagonal barrel, rib marked WILKINSON MODEL 1892 PALL MALL
LONDON as well as HW star logo. 6 shot fluted cylinder
with London proofs. Metalwork has near all original nickel
finish flaking on the cylinder in parts. VGC original checkered wood grip with lanyard ring fitment (but ring removed).
VGWO&C CLR

177

178 - TRANTER REVOLVER
Tranter Army model double action revolver, circa 1871. 3
¼” .450 cal octagonal barrel with bead sight fitted. Frame
with 6 shot round cylinder, the frame with simple borderline
engraving is marked tranters patent and has swivel ejector.
Metalwork has dulling overall original blue finish. VGC
original one piece rod. This revolver appears to have had
the barrel shortened for Military use and has a period leather
flap holster. VGWO&C CLR

179

181 - REMINGTON MODEL 14 RIFLE
Seldom seen US model 14 pump action rifle. 22” .44 REM
or .44 WCF cal barrel with original sights and correct Remington UMC address and patent dates. Metalwork retains
near all original blue finish with some fine staining on the
action and barrel. The butt plate has cracked and has at some
stage been repaired with a non original piece. ExC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

186 - BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER
Cased antique English double action percussion revolver, circa early 1860s. 6” .54 bore/44 cal octagonal barrel
with dovetail foresight and marked with retailers address
CHARLES INGRAM 100. UNION ST. GLASGOW,
who was a very noteable Scottish gunmaker. The barrel
is London proofed as are the cylinders. Also marked with
Crown/N and Crown/AF proofs which is Francottes manufacture mark. The frame is fitted with Kerrs patent rammer
and has Adams patent marks on both sides which sould indicate that this was built for Adams by Francotte. Metalwork
has near all professional reblue. ExC original one piece grip.
Contained in its original English green baize lined case with
accessories. ExWO&C NLR

178

179 - WEBLEY R.I.C REVOLVER
British model 83 R.I.C double action revolver, circa 1880s.
2½” 455 cal barrel marked .455 and P WEBLEY & SON
LONDON & BIRMINGHAM. 5 Shot fluted cylinder and
frame with RIC MODEL 83 and patent marks etc. Metalwork has thinning blue to the barrel and cylinder and grey
patina to the frame. VGC one piece original wood grip with
lanyard rings. VGWO&C CLR
180- WEBLEY BULLDOG REVOLVER
No 2 model double action revolver, circa 1880. 2½” .450
cal barrel with Birmingham proofs and top strap marked
THE BRITISH BULL DOG. 5 Shot cylinder, frame marked
WEBLEYS NO2 .450CF & W&S logo. Near all nickel finish. VGC original checkered wooden grip with lanyard ring.
Includes leather holster. VGWO&C CLR

185 - COLT LIGHTNING RIFLE
A fine example of a rare and desirable antique small frame
Colt Lightning model pump action rifle, circa 1900. 24” Octagonal barrel with original dovetail front sight and fixed
notch rear sight. The barrel is marked with a two line Hartford address and patents as well as 22 cal on the left hand
side of the barrel and London proof marks. The frame has
its original sliding cover and is also London proved and
has rampant Colt logo on the left hand side. Metalwork is
in ExC retaining near all original bright blue finish. VGC
woodwork with borderline design on the forend and small
hair line crack which is common on this model, hard rubber
Colt logo bull plate. A very hard gun to find in any condition
never mind with this much original finish! ExWO&C ALR

186

187 - MILLS TRAVELLING PISTOLS
Cased pair of percussion Travelling pistols by W Mills of
London. 6” aproximately .68cal octagonal barrels with makers name and Holburn address. Back action locks with ½
cock safeties are borderline and foliate engraved. Metalwork with some bruising and dark patina. Checkered full
wood stock with steel furniture. One pistol has a broken
cock and is missing its ram rod. Contained in original green
baize lined case with flask and nipple key. FWO&C NLR

187

188 - LUGER THIRD REICH BOOK
Third Reich Lugers and Their Accessories, VOL III by Jan
Still. This hard cover, large format, B&W book is a must
have for the Luger collector. ExC

181

182 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
US Model 1894 lever action carbine, circa 1972. 20” .30-30
cal barrel with original foresight, missing sight hood. Rear
sight has been removed and replaced with a Lyman adjustable peep sight fitted to the receiver. Blackened finish on
action shows some staining but retains most blue finish on
barrel. Woodwork shows handling wear and use but in otherwise GC. F-GWO&C ALR

182

190 - FN FAL BAYONET
Variant with wooden grips and guard forms the flash hider.
20cm partially parkerised blade with steel scabbard. ExC

183 - MARLIN ‘94’ RIFLE
Antique, circa early 20th Century, US Model ‘94’ lever action rifle. 20” .44-40 cal barrel with adjustable sights and
half length magazine. Metalwork has a dark brown patina
to the barrel and the action has none of its case colours
but a thin grey finish. GC woodwork with handling marks.
GWO&C ALR
184 - WINCHESTER ‘ 95 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1904, lever action rifle. 28” .303 cal barrel with original beed foresight, sling swivel and period
slip over steel sight protector and the rear sight fitted with
factory blanking plate as the receiver has been fitted with
factory special order Lyman receiver mounted adjustable
peep sight. The barrel is marked NIKEL STEEL BARREL ESPECIALLY FOR SMOKELESS POWDER & 303
BRITISH. The chamber has a Military home guard marking B/HG 665. The frame is marked under the sight with
Winchester New Haven address and patent information.
The upper tang is marked MODEL 1895 -WINCHESTERTRADE MARK. Metalwork has grey patina to the barrel
with traces of finish and the frame has areas of bright original blue turning grey on the edges. VGC original woodwork
marked V. WARDELL TAPEKA and missing rear swivel.
G-VGWO&C ALR

189 - IMPERIAL LUGER BOOK
Imperial Lugers and Their Accessories, VOL IV by Jan Still.
Hard cover, large format, B&W A must have book covering
all pre war and WWI Lugers. ExC

191 - FN BAYONET
All steel tubular one piece bayonet for the Belgian 5-56 cal
light automatic carbine. Includes its plastic scabbard. In as
new ExC.
192 - NO4 BAYONET
WWII SMLE No4 MR II * spike bayonet with victory plastic scabbard and frog. VGC
193 - AUSTRALIAN BAYONET
Shortened O7 bayonet and scabbard to 10” for the SMLE or
the Owen SMG dated 11 ‘ 44. ExC

183

184

194 - INTERNATIONAL ARMAMENT, VOL I
International Armament VOL1 by Johnson & Lockhaven.
Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 460 pages. Encyclopedia style book covering pistols, rifles, SMG and MG’s.
VGC
195 - INTERNATIONAL ARMAMENT, VOL II
Similar to previous lot. VGC
196 - COLT BOOK
Colt - An American Legend by RL Wilson. Hard cover,
large format, colour photos and 400 pages. Excellent reference book. VGC
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197 - MK5 STEN GUN
British Military MK5 Sten S.M.G. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights, bayonet lug and ventilated shroud. The magazine well is marked STEN MK5 POF and AO prefix serial
number. The rear of the receiver is ↑ marked. Metalwork
with most overall blued finish. GC woodwork with matching number butt stock with brass butt plate. Includes it 32R
magazine. GWO&C CLR
198 - THOMPSON 1928A1 S.M.G
US WWII period submachine gun. 12” .45ACP cal fluted
barrel with Cutts compensator fitted. The receiver fitted with
early Lyman adjustable sight and marked Model of 1928A1
and Savage prefix, plus all over markings and patent dates.
Metalwork has most parkerised finish thinning around the
chamber and magazine well. Upper and lower serial numbers are matching. VGC original woodwork complete
with swivels. Includes its 20R magazine and cleaning rod.
VGWO&C CLR

199

208 - BERNADELLI M68 PISTOL
Good quality vintage Italian vest/pocket pistol. 2” .25ACP
cal barrel, the slide with integral sights and marked with
Bernadelli address, caliber, MOD 68 and Italian proof
marks. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC original plastic grips. ExWO&C CLR

197

199 - STERLING S.M.G
British MK4 Sterling submachine gun. 9” 9mm cal barrel
with ventilated shroud & original sights. The magazine well
is marked STERLING S.M.G 9M/M (L2A3) etc. Metalwork has most matt black finish. Selector marked ARS. The
original steel folding stock has a stencil painted rack number. GC original plastic grips & magazine. VGWO&C CLR
200 - STERLING SLING
Original British Military marked. Olive webbing and brass
sling. In as issued ExC.

207 - BROWNING ‘06 PISTOL
Belgian model 1906 semi auto vest pistol. 2”.25ACP cal
barrel, the slide with intergral sights, FN Herstal address and
proofs. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish.
ExC original FN logo hard rubber grips. Includes its original green leather texture cardboard box with paper labels.
Boxed examples are seldom encountered for this model and
demand a premium. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR

209 - STEYR MANNLICHER CARBINE
High quality Austrian model M left hand bolt action sporting rifle. 20” 30.06 cal barrel with iron sights and hammer
forge detail and marked with caliber. The action with ‘butter
knife’ bolt handle is fitted with weaver bases and marked
STEYR-MANNLICHER-M MADE IN AUSTRIA. Metalwork retains near all orignal blue with some loss to the ball
of the handle. The original checkered full wooden stock has
some scattered handling marks and is fitted with swivels and
original rubber butt pad. ExWO&C ALR

198

210 - STEYR SL RIFLE
Austrian vintage sporting bolt action rifle. 23½” .222 cal
barrel with iron sights and hammer forge detailing. The
receiver is marked STEYR - DAIMLER - PUSCH AG
STEYR MANNLICHER MOD SL MADE IN AUSTRIA
and has ‘Butter Knife’ bolt handle. Fitted with swing off
quick detachable mounts and period Bushnell 1.5-4* scope.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original
checkered wooden stock complete with original butt plate
swivel and detachable box magazine. ExWO&C ALR

203

201 - THOMPSON BARREL
Spare original fluted barrel fitted with Cutts compensator for
the .45 S.M.G. ExC
202 - STEN BARREL
Original 9mm MKII Sten gun barrel. In unissued ExC
203 - WALTHER TPH PISTOL
German semi automatic pocket pistol, circa 1970. 2¾” .22lr
cal barrel, slide with fixed sight, Walther Ulm address, banner and Model TPH etc and German proof marks. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC original grips.
Contained in its original wood grain cardboard box with
instructions, test target and cleaning rod. ExWO&C CLR

206

211
208

204 - HAENEL MODEL 1 PISTOL
Scarce German vintage, circa 1920s vest/pocket pistol.
2” .25ACP cal barrel, slide with integral fixed sights and
marked C G H HENEL SUHL- SCHMEISSERS PATENT
as well as German Crown/N proof marks, also on the frame.
Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC original
hard rubber grips. Contained in its original Haenel marked
cardboard box with instruction manual and cleaning rod.
ExWO&C CLR
205 - SAUER 1913 PISTOL
A very fine example of a vintage early 1920s German Sauer
& Sohn vest pistol. 2½” .25ACP cal barrel, the slide with
original fixed sight is marked on top JP SAUER & SOHN,
SUHL and knight logo, the sides are marked PATENT and
cal 6.35. The frame has Crown/N proof and this is the first
variant with the hold open located in the trigger guard.
Metalwork is in near perfect condition retaining near all its
bright blue and iridescent fire blue on the small parts. ExC
original Bakelite S&S logo grips and original magazine.
Also includes a period leather travel pouch. ExWO&C CLR
206 - SAUER M1913 PISTOL
Vintage German Commercial pistol, circa 1913-1920’s.
3” .32acp cal barrel. The top strap is marked JP SAUER
& SOHN SUHL and logo, the sides marked CAL 7,65 and
patent. The metalwork has most overall original blue and
traces of fire blue on the safety and trigger, the muzzle, leading edges and grip have thin finish consistant with being
carried. The frame has crown/N proof also on the cocking
knob. VGC original SS logo hard rubber grips and magazine. Includes its seldom seen original box with cleaning
rod. VGWO&C CLR

211 - STEYR CLASSIC AMERICAN RIFLE
High quality Austrian sporting rifle. 23½” 7mm 08 cal barrel
without sights and has hammer forge detailing and marked
with caliber etc. The receiver marked in gold script Classic
American and STEYR MANNLICHER AUSTRIA. The action has set trigger and ‘butter knife’ bolt handle. Metalwork
has near all original bright blue finish. ExC deluxe walnut
stock with Bavarian style cheek piece and rosewood forend.
Includes its detachable box magazine with blued steel base
plate. In near new ExWO&C ALR
212 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Antique Colt model 1873 single action Army revolver, circa
1895. 4¾” 32.20 cal barrel with original foresight and correct Hartford two line address and 32 W.C.F. caliber marking. The black powder era frame is marked with patent dates
and rampant Colt logo. Metalwork has traces of original
blue in the cylinder flutes and other concealed areas and
the gun has a nice original worn patina. The screw heads
are clean and serial numbers are matching (in the 160,000
range). The original hard rubber rampant colt logo grips
have worn smooth and have two notches on the left hand
side. Action is strong and functions well. VGWO&C CLR

209
210

213 - COLT BISLEY REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1906, US Colt single action Bisley revolver.
4¾” 38.40 cal barrel with full length ejector rod and original
sight marked with two line address and (BISLEY MODEL)
38 W.C.F. The Bisley frame is marked with patent dates and
rampant horse on the left hand side. Metalwork has dark
patina with traces of finish in concealed areas. The serial
numbers on the frame are matching in the 282,000 range.
VGC original rampant colt logo hard rubber grips with
some slight marring at the base of the left hand grip. The
action fails to lock the cylinder in place while cocked but
otherwise functions correctly. VGC B/CLR

213
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771
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214 - COLT DRAGOON FLASK
A very rare and desirable original Colt Dragoon revolver
powder flask, circa 1848-1855. The flask is decorated on
both sides with the ‘Trophy of Arms’ design that features
a cannon and mortar in front of the US and Texas flags and
above crossed rifles and revolvers. The botton is marked
COLT.S PATENT. The suspension rings are the correct triangular type as specified by Captain Walker. The top is the
early non graduated plunger type with ball compartment.
There are no makers or inspection marks on the top or ball
cover which indicates to us that this most likely is a civilian
model. The flask retains nearly all its original lacquer finish
with slightly less to one side and is without dents or splits.
Measures 188mm plus 35mm charger and 94mm accross.
A top example for the discerning Colt or flask collector.
ExWO&C

214

215 - REMINGTON NEW ARMY REVOLVER
Antique U.S Civil War period percussion single action revolver. 8” .44 cal octagonal barrel with original foresight
and marked PATENTED SEPT. 14 1858/E REMINGTON
& SOHNS, ILLION, NEW YORK, U.S.A/NEW MODEL
as well as the serial under inspectors mark which are also
on the frame and cylinder. Metalwork has relatively sharp
edges and turn overall blue turning grey. VGC original walnut grip with inspectors cartouche and varnish finish. Action
is strong and functions well. VGWO&C NLR
216 - WINCHESTER ‘66 CARBINE
Rare antique U.S lever action, third model 1866 carbine,
circa 1874. 20” .44RF cal round barrel with full length
magazine and correct carbine barrel band, front sight and
flip up rear sight. The barrel address is no longer present
but traces can be made out between the rear sight and barrel
band. The brass frame is marked behind the trigger with the
serial number in the 119,000 range and the left hand side
is fitted with saddle ring. Metalwork has dark patina with
traces of blue and the brass has a nice dark uncleaned finish. There is an aged crack running along the wrist of the
gun beween the saddle ring and top tang and there are some
handling dings to the correct carbine butt stock with brass
plate. This is the only 1866 carbine we have had for sale in
the past 10 o years and are seldom seen in NZ. VGWO&C
ALR Est $10,000 -13,000

220 - TWIGG BLUNDERBUSS
Antique Flintlock blunderbuss, circa 1760, by famous London gun maker John Twigg. 15½” Octagonal to round barrel
flaring at the muzzle. Marked at the breach TWIGG LONDON & with twin Crown over septer marks and Crown over
IJ inspectors mark. The steel lock plate with tear drop end
and marked TWIGG. Swan neck cock with half cock safety.
Metalwork has clear metal patina with some scattered staining. ExC walnut stock with brass furniture and early acorn
finial on the trigger guard. Complete with its original brass
tipped wooden ram rod. A fine example from one of Londons best 18th Century gunmakers for the discerning collector. ExWO&C NLR Est $8,000 -12,000

220

217
216

217 - WINCHESTER ‘66’ RIFLE
US antique 4th model 1866, lever action rifle, circa 1886.
24” .44RF cal round barrel with full length magazine tube
and fitted with buckhorn rear sight (missing the riser) and
dovetailed foresight with bright finish. Two line Winchester
Newhaven address and patent information. The receiver is
marked on the underside .44 CAL and script serial number
in the 164,000 range behind the lever. The brass has a nice
uncleaned honey colour and the band and tube retain most
overall dulling blue. ExC original woodwork with rare special order shotgun butt. Externally a very nice example but
like many of these black powder guns the bore is in quite
poor condition otherwise VGWO&C ALR Est $6,000-8,000
218 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German WWI LP08 pistol. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
original micro adjustable foresight and micro adjustable
tangent rear sight as well as marked with the serial number and acceptance mark. The chamber is dated 1917 and
marked on the side with German Military proofs. The toggle is stamped DWM. Metalwork is in ExC retaining near
all original bright rust blue and straw colours with correct
holster loss on the edges of the side plate and muzzle. ExC
original grips. The gun is unit marked J.R.133 2.K 9. (Rifle
reserve cavalry) on the grip strap Unit 1. Included with the
gun is its original shoulder stock, holster, cleaning rod and
stripping tool. All serial numbers on the gun are matching
except the magazine which is a correct un-numbered but
proofed example. The stock is a different number to the gun,
however, it is unit marked J.R.133 2.K 3. (only 7 numbers
from the gun) which give proof to the theory that guns and
stocks were often issued without care to matching them and
why it is so hard to find them matching. Only 1% of 1917
LP08’s were unit marked making this a very desirable collector piece. ExWO&C B/CLR Est $5,000 - 7,000

219 - ERFURT LUGER PISTOL
Rare Imperial German Army pre War Erfurt manufacture
P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original foresight and
is proof marked and serial numbered. The chamber is dated
1911 and has Erfurt proofs on the side. The toggle is marked
ERFURT and correctly does not have the hold open feature. The small parts also have the correct Erfurt inspectors marks. The frame is the correct type without stock lug.
Metalwork has near all original rust blue and straw colours
and all visible serial numbers except the magazine (which is
correct type) are matching. The grip strap has an interesting
unit marking of L.K.1, most likely for Airship / Zeplin command. Excellent condition original grips. Pre War Lugars
are seldom encountered in NZ and this is one of the best we
have seen. ExWO&C B/CLR

221 - H.W MORTIMER DUELLING PISTOLS
Antique Flintlock Duelling pistols by famous English gun
maker HW Mortimer, circa 1810-20. 10” .68 cal octagonal
slightly swamped browned twist barrels which are signed
on the top in two lines: H.W MORTIMER & CO. LONDON. GUN MAKERS TO HIS MAJASTY, gold touch
holes and the underside with London proofs. The lock plates
are flat with bevelled edges and signed H.W MORTIMER
& CO with simple straight line border and rebated tail and
½ cock safeties, waterproof pan and roller frizzer. The full
length stocks are finely checkered and have fluted butts and
steel mounts with pineapple finish. Contained in its original green baize lined mahogany case with Lanhorn flask,
13 bore mould, wad cutter and turn screw. This is the first
time these have been offered on the New Zealand market.
ExWO&C NLR Est $35,000 - 45,000

*** 20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK ***
222 - MG LINK
Steel disintergrating link for the .308 cal M60 M.G or similar. In original 20R packets. NEW
223 - ASSORTED LOT
Bag lot containing a chronograph Pro timer III pistol, storage pistol sack, Pachmayr revolver grip and some 38 projectiles. Condition of the chronograph unknown. FC
224 - THREE BIPODS
Three rifle bipods, one Harris Ultralight and the other appear to be copies. GC

221

225 - .22 SUPPRESSORS & CLEANING KIT
Bag lot containing two .22 suppressors, Parker Hale and
Sako brands along with a .22 cleaning kit including steel
rods, jags and brushes. GC
226 - CLEANING ACCESSORIES 7MM-08
Box lot containing assorted cleaning equipment including
brushes, rods, jags, oil, patches and more for caliber 7mm.
All contained in a tackle box. GC

218

227 - CLEANING ACCESSORIES .30 CAL
Box lot containing assorted cleaning equipment including
bore guide, pull through bore snake, rods, patches, oil and
other accessories for .30 cal rifle. Contained in tackle box.
GC
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228 - CLEANING ACCESSORIES .22 CAL
Similar to previous lot but in .22 cal. GC
229 - THREE TELESCOPIC SIGHTS
Hubertus 4x32, Redfield tracker 2-7 and a Weaver V8 vintage scope. FC

245 - .38 SPECIAL PROJECTILES
Approx 1000R of Top Score .38 Special 135gr BNWC projectiles. In original 500R boxes. ExC ALR
246 - .38 SPECIAL PROJECTILES
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

236

230 - GERMAN HATS
Three M43 type hats all without insignia. Army and Panzer
FC

252

237

247 - SMALL PISTOL PRIMERS
Bag lot containing approx 4700 Federal & Winchester small
pistol primers. In original 1000 quantity bricks. ExC ALR

231 - GOGGLES AND GAITERS
WWII German Army Gaiters, plus three pairs of dust goggles which all appear unused. ExC

248 - SMALL PISTOL PRIMERS
Bag lot containing 4000 Federal small pistol primers in
original 1000 quantity bricks. ExC ALR

232 - ASSORTED GERMAN MILITARIA
Bag lot containing assorted WWII German items. Including
four shoulder boards, torch, balm, washing powder, bandages, ruler pencil and ½ a dog tag etc. FC

249 - SMALL RIFLE PRIMERS
Bag lot containing 2500 small rifle primers in original Federal 1000 quantity bricks. ExC ALR
250 - REPRO ENFIELD RIFLE
Most likely Spanish working reproduction of a pattern 53
short rifle. 32” .68 cal blued barrel with iron sights, full
length wooden stock with brass furniture. VGWO&C ALR

238

233 - GERMAN PORTOPEE
Two German portopee for dagger dress bayonet or swords.
One green silver with flat strap, the other green silver with
red/black silver flat strap. Appears new ExC.
234 - NAZI TANKARD
Porcelin and beer mug/tankard with Swastika/Party flag and
pewter deaths head, pewter top and marked with Army Eagle DR GM etc. GC

251 - REPRO KENTUCKY RIFLE
Spanish made Conneticut Valley Arms U.S.A percussion
Kentucky rifle. 28”.50 cal octagonal barrel with iron sights
and most blue. Case coloured action with twin set triggers.
VGC wooden ½ stock with brass furniture and cap box.
VGWO&C ALR

250

235 - SS WATCH & PAPER WEIGHT
Swiss automatic watch with SS runes in shield at the 3 and 9
o’clock postitions and a repro paperweight also SS marked,
plus a coaster and match box. GC

252 - REPRO PERCUSSION RIFLE
Italian side hammer percussion rifle. 27” Octagonal 45 cal
barrel with iron sights and near all finish. Action with set
triggers, full wood stock with brass furniture and patch box.
VGWO&C ALR

236 - VOERE RIFLE
German bolt action sporting rifle. 20” .22lr cal barrel. Action is fitted with a 3-9x40 Tasco scope. Metalwork retains
most blue finish. VGC woodwork. Rifle includes its 10 shot
magazine and suppressor. ALR
237 - TWO NORINCO RIFLES
Two Norinco JW10A semi auto .22 semi auto rifles. Loosly
styled on the K98. Most blue and GC woodwork fitted with
scopes but missing rear sight. GWO&C ALR
238 - SAVAGE M2208 SHOTGUN
US single barrel 12g shotgun. 30” barrel with full choke and
near all blue. Action with case colour hardening finish. VGC
woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

253 - REPRO KENTUCKY RIFLE
Euro Arms Italy reproduction percussion rifle. 27” 44 cal
octagonal blued barrel with iron sights and case hardened
lock plate. VGC ½ wood stock with brass furniture and cap
box. VGWO&C ALR

239

251

253

239 - TWO SHOTGUNS
Single shot Argyle 12g shotgun. 30” 12g ½ choke barrel
marked FIREARMS CO LTD LONDON ENGLAND, receiver with enamel finish wood stock, plus a Russian Baikal
side by side 12g with full and extra full barrels. Most blue
and GC woodwork ideal for coach conversion. GWO&C
ALR
240 - TWO 28G SHOTGUNS
Single shot Harrington & Richards shotgun with 28” barrel,
plus a 30” barrel single shot Iver Johnson brand. GWO&C
ALR
241 - .38 SUPER BRASS
Bag lot containing new Winchester .38 Super + P brass, approx 1000 cases. ExC ALR

254

255

244 - 9MM PROJECTILES
Approx 1000R of 9mm 115gr JHP projectiles. In 500R
packets. ExC ALR

255 - REPRODUCTION DUELLING PISTOL
Italian Pedersoli reproduction of a Charles Moore percussion duelling pistol. 11” .45 cal barrel with satin finish and
walnut stock. Adjustable single set trigger, half length stock
and steel furniture. VGWO&C B/CLR
256 - REPRODUCTION DUELLING PISTOL
Good quality Italian Pedersoli Flintlock duelling pistol. 10
½” 44 cal engraved blued barrel and case coloured action.
The wrist of the stock is carved and has brass furniture. Includes wooden box with flask and mould. VGWO&C B/
CLR
257 - REPRO FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Italian Kentucky-Jager flintlock pistol. 10” 44 cal octagonal
blued barrel and case coloured action. Full stock with brass
furniture. VGWO&C B/CLR

256

258 - REPRO SPILLER AND BURR REVOLVER
Italian reproduction of this rare U.S Civil War percussion
revolver. 7” 36 cal octagonal blued barrel and brass frame
with near all original blue. ExC walnut grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR

242 - .38 SUPER BRASS
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
243 - .38 SUPER BRASS
Bag lot containing approx 700 cases of new unprimed .38
super brass and approx 300 cases of once fired brass. ExC
ALR

254 - REPRO REMINGTON REVOLVER
Italian Navy Arms reproduction of a Remington belt model
revolver. 6½ .36 cal octagonal barrel. Metalwork with near
all blue. VGC wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

257

258

259 - ROUGH RIDER REVOLVER
US Heritage Arms single action revolver. 5” .22 cal barrel
with .22lr and .22 magnum cylinders. Metalwork retains
near all original finish. ExC birdshead wood grips. Includes
original box and paperwork. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
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260 - BLACK POWDER PROJECTILES
Assorted Hornady round balls for muzzle loaders. Approx
300 50 cal, 300x43 cal and 300 .36 cal. ExC

260

261 - .22 LR AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 840R of Winchester .22 lr subsonic 40g ammo. In original brand packets. ExC ALR
262 - 7MM - 08 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 70R of 140gr 7mm - 08 ammo. In
original Federal and Fusion brand packets. ExC ALR

278

274

263 - .223 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 170R of Federal 64 grain .223
ammunition. In original brand packets. ExC ALR

280 - 7.5 SWISS AMMO
120R of 7.5x55 ammo for the Schmidt and Reuben and Sig
rifles. In original Ex Swiss Military packets. Hard to find.
ExC ALR

275

266 - 30-30 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 100R of .30-30 Winchester
ammo. In original 20R packets. Winchester and Federal
brands. VGC ALR

281 - 32.20 COLLECTORS AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 220R and 35 cases of .32-20
vintage ammo. Winchester, Remington and CIL brands in
original 50R packets. G-VGC ALR

267 - SHOTGUN AMMO
Bag lot containing appox 75R of assorted 12 guage ammo
including 5R of slugs. ExC ALR
268 - ASSORTED PISTOL AMMO
Bag lot containing one 50R packet of .45ACP, 50R packet
of 9mm and a 50R packet of 380ACP. In original packets.
HSM and S&B brands. ExC ALR

284

269 - .44-40 AMMO
83R of 44-40 RNFP ammo in original HSM packets. ExC
ALR
270 - .30 CARBINE AMMO
Bag lot containing 150R of .30 US carbine ammo in original 50R packets. American Eagle, PMC and Century Arms
brands. VGC ALR

279

285

286

275 - BRNO RIFLE
Czech Zbrojovka Brno bolt action rifle, CIRCA 1972. 24”
.223 cal barrel without sights. Action fitted with Redfield
3-9x40 scope. Barrel with most original blue finish. GC
woodwork with minor handling marks. VGWO&C ALR
276 - BAIKAL RIFLE
Russian single shot break action rifle. 23½” 7x39 cal barrel missing rear sight. Action with scope rings and 4 power
scope. Near all blue finish. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

283 - .303 COLLECTORS AMMO
130R of 303 ammo in original various coloured CAC 20R
packets. GC ALR

285 - COLT COMMANDER PISTOL
US Model 1911 Combat Commander semi automatic pistol.
4½” 9mm barrel, slide with fixed sights. Left side of the
slide shows loss of finish with some pinpricking where gun
has sat. Grip and thumb safety have been rebluded. Pistol is
fitted with Military type plastic grips. Includes its 9R magazine. F-GWO&C B/CLR

273 - 12G AMMO
One 250R slab of Winchester Bushman No4 12g Superfield
ammunition. ExC ALR
274 - SAVAGE TACTICAL RIFLE
US model 110FP bolt action sporting rifle. 24” .223 cal
heavy threaded barrel, action fitted with Weaver 4-16x44
scope and one piece base. Metalwork with VGC parkerised
finish. VGC synthetic furniture includes bi-pod. ExWO&C
ALR

282 - .44-40 COLLECTORS AMMO
Approx 183R of .44-40 assorted brands in vintage 50R
packets. Western yellow pack and white Winchester X pack,
plus one Super X white and red pack. GC ALR

284 - CZ 75 PISTOL
Czech Model SP01 Phantom semi auto pistol. 4¾” 9mm cal
barrel, slide with original sights and most original finish.
Polymer frame model with safety de-cocker. Includes factory box with extra magazine and speedloader. ExWO&C
B/CLR

271 - RIFLE AND SHOTGUN AMMO
Bag lot containing 75R of 12g shotgun shells including Mirage, Cleaver & Winchester Super X. Also included is 20R
.308, 20R, 30-06 and 32R of 303 rifle ammo. In original
brand packets. ExC
272 - .45 AUTO AMMO
Approx 297R of .45 Automatic ammunition. In original 50R
packets. Fiocchi and PMC brands. VGC ALR

278 - LAKEFIELD 22
Canadian Winchester model 64B semi auto rifle. 20” .22lr
barrel with iron sights, receiver with integral scope base.
Metalwork has all original blue. ExC original wooden stock
with a few minor handling marks. This gun is new old
stock, unused with original tags and box and 10R magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
279 - ANSCHUTZ 520 RIFLE
German semi auto rifle, circa 1964. 23” .22lr cal barrel
missing rear sight. Metalwork has near all blue to the barrel
and original parkerised finish to the action. ExC woodwork.
Includes 10 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

264 - 308 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 118R of 308 150gr commercial
hunting ammo. Federal and Fusion brands. ExC ALR
265 - ASSORTED AMMO LOT
Bag lot containing approx 34R .44-40, 100R .45ACP, 50R
.25 Auto, 40R 30-06 and 20R of 20 gauge assorted brands
of sporting ammo. VGC ALR

277 - BRNO MODEL 2 RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle, circa 1974. 24” .22lr barrel
with both sights removed. Marked BRNO MOD 2. Metalwork has near all blue, the stock has been stipple checkered
and has two screw holes where a palm swell has been removed. Includes 5 shot magazine. GWO&C ALR

286 - SIG SAUER PISTOL
Model P226 semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal threaded barrel. Slide with original sights and marked with US address.
Frame is marked ‘Frame Made in Germany’ and has picatinny rail mount. Metalwork has ExC finish, grips fitted with
synthetic panels. The pistol includes its original case with
two 15R magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR
287 - WALTHER P99 PISTOL
German made P99 semi automatic pistol. 4” .40 cal barrel,
slide with original sights and retains near all original finish.
Polymer frame with adjustable backstraps. Pistol includes
original box with three extra magazines and Fobus holster.
ExWO&C B/CLR
288 - GLOCK 22 PISTOL
Austrian semi automatic pistol. 4½” .40 S&W cal barrel,
slide with original sights and retains near all original finish.
Gen 3 polymer frame. Includes three 15R mags and mag
loader in original box. VGWO&C B/CLR

287

289 - GLOCK 23 PISTOL
Austrian semi auto compact pistol. 4”.40 S&W cal barrel,
slide with fixed sights and near all finish. Gen 3 polymer
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frame and includes its 13R magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
290 - SIG MAGAZINES
Factory original 15R & 20R 9mm magazine for the Sig 226
or similar. VGC

number. Metalwork with most overall original finish. GC
woodwork complete with sling and oiler and 30R magazine.
Action is at fault, all parts are present but fails to operate
correctly, please call us for more information. VGC CLR

298

291 - .357 RUGER GP100 PARTS
Bag lot containing parts for a Ruger GP100 pistol. Included
is a 4” barrel, a set of wood grips with Ruger medallion and
a trigger, hammer and transfer bar. VGC B/CLR

303 - THOMPSON S.M.G.
US WWII Submachine gun. 12” .45ACP cal fluted barrel
with Cutts compensator. The receiver is fitted with battle
sight and marked US Model of 1928 A1, with auto ordnance
prefix and all other patent and inspector markings etc. Upper
and lower serial numbers are mismatched and metalwork
has near all blued black finish. CG original woodwork and
includes its 20R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

292 - CZ ACCESSORIES
Bag lot containing two SP-01 18R magazines, a holster and
mag loader for CZ pistols. ExC
293 - 1911 BLANK PISTOL
German Umarex Colt 1911A1 model 9mm PAK blank cal
pistol. Metal construction with rubber grips and 8R magazine in as new unused ExWO&C NLR

304 - THOMPSON M1A1 S.M.G.
WWII US Submachine gun. 10” 45ACP cal barrel with
original sight, the receiver with protected battle sight and
is marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBRE
.45 M1A1, AUTO ORDNANCE etc. Upper and lower serial numbers are matching. Metalwork has near all parkerised finish. ExC woodwork and includes its 20R magazine.
ExWO&C CLR

304

294 - 1911 AIRSOFT PISTOL
KJW Works Taiwanese 1911 A1 Airsoft pistol. 5” barrel
shoots 6mm plastic BBs powered by green gas via the magazine. Full metal contruction with two tone black slide and
OD green frame. Plastic grips. Includes its original box and
paper work. As new unused ExWO&C NLR

305 - M16 BAYONET
US Military M7 bayonet. 17cm parkerised blade with thinning finish. The guard marked US M7 BOC. VGC black
plastic grips. Includes M8A1 scabbard. GC

295 - BROWNING HI POWER AIR GUN
Japanese Tanaka soft air blow back semi auto pistol based
on the WWII Hi Power with tangent sight and wooden grips,
heavy weight plastic construction. Runs on green gas. Includes original box. As new unused ExWO&C NLR

306 - M14 BAYONET
US Military M6 bayonet for the M14 automatic rifle. 17cm
blued blade, the guard marked US M6 MILPAR COL. ExC
plastic grips, includes M8A1 scabbard with frog. ExC

296 - TWO AIR PISTOLS
Two air pistols, one Crosman Medalist model 1322 .22 cal
pump action pistol and one Weihrahch .177 model HW70
break barrel air pistol. Both in VGC. VGWO&C NLR

307 - M2 CARBINE BAYONET
US Military M4 bayonet for the M2 carbine. 17cm blued
blade, the guard marked US M4 flying bomb K.I. ExC plastic grips and M8A1 scabbard. ExC

299

297 - AIR PISTOLS
Two air pistols, one Elgamo pump action .177 cal and one
Daisy Powerline pump action air pistol. GWO&C NLR

308 - K98 CLEANING KIT
WWII German steel ‘cigarette case’ type cleaning kit for the
Mauser with chain, brush, bottle and tool. VGC

298 - BENJAMIN AIR RIFLE
Vintage “Benjamin Franklin” model 3120 air rifle. 20” .22
cal barrel with peep sights. Rifle shoots .22 cal lead bb’s.
The metalwork is in VGC overall with some wear to black.
A nice example of a scarcley seen US made Benjamin.
ExWO&C NLR

303

299 - SHERIDAN AIR RILFE
Vintage Sheridan “Blue Streak” multi pump air rifle. 18”
5mm/20 cal barrel. Metalwork retains most original blue
finish. The action is fitted with a “Sheridan Intermount” and
Miroku scope. Woodwork is excellent. A very tidy example
of the rare .20 cal air rifle. ExWO&C NLR

310 - 12G AMMO
One 250R slab of 12g R10 brand. 2¾” No4 36g lead shotgun cartridges. ExC ALR

300

311 - 12G AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

300 - PPSH41 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Soviet SMG. 10” 7.62 TOK cal barrel with ventilated
shroud and original sights. Marked with Soviet arsenal mark
and 1945 date. Metalwork has near all typical arsenal reblue. VGC woodwork with matching serial number. Complete with original 71R drum magazine. ExWO&C CLR
301 - M16 RIFLE
Ex NZ Military Vietnam era Colt M16 rifle. 20” 5.56 cal
barrel with original flash hider bayonet lug and sights. The
upper receiver with forward assist has grey parkerised finish
and a rack number on the handle in paint 245. The lower is
marked with the Colt logo and PROPERTY OF U.S GOVT
M16-A1 and Colt address etc and has three position selector and most dark grey/black finish. Good condition original A1type synthetic furniture and includes its 20R Colt
marked magazine. VGWO&C CLR
302 - M2 CARBINE
US WWII, circa 1944, M2 select fire carbine. 18” .30 carbine barrel with original sights and bayonet lug and marked
UNDERWOOD and flying bomb, plus a discreat post war
British proof. The chamber is marked U.S. CARBINE CAL
30 M2 (Overstamp M1) and with selector lever. The rear
with adjustable sight and marked UNDERWOOD and serial

309 - K98 DRESS BAYONET
WWII period firearmens/parade bayonet for the Mauser
rifle. 25cm polished blade guard and hilt, G.JST Solingen
makers marks. Checkered bakelite grips, some slight loss
of plating to hilt and includes its steel scabbard. VG-ExC

312 - 12G AMMO
225R of assorted 12g ammo in original packets including
Winchester and Remington steel NZCT x2 CAC Hi Flyer
x1. VGC ALR
313 - .30-30 AMMO
Bag lot containing 80R of Winchester .30-30 ammo in original 20R packets including Super X and 1894-1994 Centenial Special Edition cartridges. VGC ALR
314 - .30-30 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 108R of .30-30 ammunition in
original 20R packets. Assorted brands Winchester/Norma/
Federal. F-GC ALR

302

315 - 25-20 AMMO
Four 50R packets of vintage collectors ammo. Dominion
super clean, 80% full. Winchester Super X 80% full, Zphst
Remington Hi Speed mushroom full. GC ALR
316

316 - SWEDISH M96 RIFLE
A superb example of a late production Swedish Military
M96 Mauser rifle. 29” 6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights
with micrometer rear sight. The chamber is marked with
Swedish Crown/CARL GUSTAFS STADS/GEVARSFAK-
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TORI 1927. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
and the white metal parts are without staining. All visible
serial numbers are matching. ExC original woodwork complete with stock disc, swivels and rod. Hard to find a better
example. ExWO&C ALR
317 - SWEDISH M96 RIFLE
A nice example of a German contract made Swedish Military Mauser 96 bolt action rifle. 29” 6.5x55 cal barrel with
original sights with tangent rear. The chamber is marked
WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF 1899. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish, all visible
numbers except the sling swivel barrel band which is an
original replacement are matching. ExC woodwork complete with stock disc and sighting sticker. ExWO&C ALR

328 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
WWII Soviet Mosin Nagant M91/30 rifle. 29” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original iron sights, the chamber is marked
with Izhevsk arsenal mark and 1943 date as well as post
war proofing. The receiver is fitted with PT type scope and
over the chamber mount. The bolt is turned down type and
metalwork has near all arsenal refinish and ExC woodwork
complete with cleaning rod. ExWO&C ALR

318

320

318 - SWEDISH M41 RIFLE
A Sniper variation of the Swedish M38 bolt action rifle. 24”
6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights and micrometer rear
sight. Chamber with M96 1914 dated markings for Karl
Gustaf. The mount is a reproduction and the scope is a period single turret type marked 2.5x70 1534. Metalwork has
most blue thinning towards the muzzle. VGC woodwork
complete with stock disc, swivels and rod. VGWO&C ALR

330 - PORTUGESE 1941 RIFLE
Mauser contract 1941 short rifle for the Portugese Military.
24” 8mm cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights with
hood on the foresight. The chamber has the Portugese crest
over 1941 date and the side rail has Obendorf address, the
gun has German acceptance and Waffen-amt markings and
all visible serial numbers are matching. Metalwork has near
all original blue. ExC original woodwork with Portugese &
German cartouches complete with sling. ExWO&C ALR

319

319 - MAUSER 98 MARKSMAN RIFLE
WWII K98 Mauser rifle fitted with reproduction ZF41
scope and mount. 24” 8mm cal barrel with orignal sights
and correctly marked reproduction scope and mount. Chamber code marked AX41 and Army acceptance eagle also on
the barrel. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC laminated woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
320 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
WWII M91/30 Mosin Nagant rifle fitted with reproduction
PU scope and mount. 31” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. Chamber with arsenal markings. Metalwork with
most overall finish. VGC woodwork complete with sling
and rod. VGWO&C ALR

331 - K98 RIFLE
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with
bayonet lug and original sights with hooded foresight and
marked with Army acceptance eagle, also on the chamber which is 1942 dated and d o u code mark for Czech
Brunn Works and also Waffen-amt stamped. Metalwork has
most overall capture refinish. VGC laminated wood stock.
VGWO&C ALR
332 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
NZ WWII SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sight
on the receiver which is marked S NO 4 MKI* US PROPERTY (Savage Lend Lease). The wrist is marked N↑Z. Metalwork has most overall finish. GC sanded woodwork with
alloy butt plate, magazine and sling. GWO&C ALR

328
321

321 - POLISH NAGANT CARBINE
Polish Military M94 Mosin Nagant Carbine. 21” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original sights but missing the bayonet.
Chamber is marked with Radom arsenal mark and 1953
date. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC original woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

333 - LEE ENFIELD RANGE RIFLE
Military range rifle conversion of a SMLE NO1 MKIII rifle.
25” .303 cal barrel with original foresight. The receiver fitted with BSA apperture sight, the wrist is marked Crown/
GR B.S.A and Co 1940 SHT LE III. Metalwork has near all
blue finish. VGC woodwork with range top wood and complete with sling and magazine. VGWO&C ALR

322

322 - NAGANT ACCESSORIES
Soviet Mosin Nagant rifle webbing sling, plus twin cell
pouch , tools and oil bottle. ExC
323 - .25-35 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 85R of .25-35 Winchester 92/94
ammo. 117gr SP in original 20R packets. Remington and
Imperial brands. VGC ALR

334 - LEE ENFIELD SLINGS
Two webbing slings for the SMLE rifle. VGC
335- 7X39 BLANK AMMO
500R of new modern 7.62x39 blank ammunition in original
boxes. ExC ALR

324 - KYNOCH COLLECTORS AMMO
Assorted vintage yellow and red English Kynoch collectors
10R packets. Two 30.06 and two 270 (3 missing) two 8mm
Mauser (1 packet ExC unopened) 240 Magnum rimless
containing only 1R, 375 rimless, 9mm Mauser rifle, plus a
brown and red 50R packet of 9mm Walking Stick containing 20R. F-GC ALR
325 - KYNOCH COLLECTORS AMMO
Eight 10R Kynoch yellow and red vintage ammo packets.
One 7mm Mauser, one 8mm Mauser, two 9mm Mauser rifle, one 270, one 30-30, one 32-40 and 303 Savage. F-VGC
ALR
326 - 25-20 COLLECTORS AMMO
Assorted vintage ammo packets, Winchester 50R yellow
packet, 50R Dominion brand packet, 50R Remington Kleen
Bore packet, plus a Remington UMC Hi Speed Mushroom
packet. Missing one flap. G-VGC ALR
327 - 30 REMINGTON AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 50R of .30 Remington ammo
in original packets. Dominion and Remington brands. GC
ALR

329 - FINISH NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
Finish capture Soviet M91/30 rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with original sights. The chamber 1944 dated and Izhevsk
arsenal mark, the left hand side of the receiver has the mount
base for the PU scope and the bolt is turned down and has
matching aged number to the gun. The stock is the Finish
dovetail joined type with swivels and rod. VGWO&C ALR

336 - NO7 BAYONET
Knife bayonet for the No4 SMLE. 19½ cm blade with thinning blue finish. ExC brown/red grip & steel scabbard. ExC

329

331

332

337 - COLT 1903 PISTOL
Fine and extremely desirable superb example of a Colt
Model 1903 pocket hammer automatic pistol, circa 1907.
4½” .38 Rimless cal blued barrel, the slide with original
sights is marked on right hand side AUTOMATIC COLT
CALIBRE 38 RIMLESS SMOKELESS and the left hand
side with Hartford address, patent dates and Rampant Colt
logo. The hammer is the correct early ‘stub’ type. Metalwork retains all its original bright high gloss charcoal deep
blue to the slide and frame. The small parts like the trigger,
sight pins and magazine catch retain all original fire blue and
the hammer is case colour hardened. ExC original hard rubber Colt logo grips. ExC correct period full blued original
magazine. This pistol is in the finest condition we have seen
and is in near perfect condition, this is the first time this has
been offered for sale in NZ. A very special opportunity for
the advanced Colt collector. ExWO&C Est $5,000 - 10,000
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rel, in the 15000 serial number range. Metalwork has near
all commercial blue, ExC Military dark brown grooved
grips and includes its correct Walther banner and P38
marked gloss magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

338 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
US WWII, circa 1943, semi auto pistol. 5” .45ACP cal barrel with original sights and marked with English proofs.
Slide marked with patent information, Colt Hartford address
and rampant horse logo. The frame is marked M1911A1 US
ARMY UNITED STATES PROPERTY as well as cartouche and GHD and P inspection marks and English proofs.
Metalwork is in ExC with near all original parkerised finish
with hardness line still visible and holster wear to the edges.
ExC original ‘Coltwood’ checkered grips. The magazine is
a commercial 1950s period magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
339 - BRITISH 1911 PISTOL
Rare and desirable WWI British Military issue Colt pistol, circa 1916 contract. 5” .45acp cal barrel marked with
English proof, the slide with original sights is marked with
Patent information, Hartford address and small Colt Horse
below the sold out of service mark. The right hand side is
marked COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBER 455. The frame
has W prefix and marked GOVERNMENT MODEL as
well as ↑ ordnance mark and proofs. Metalwork has near
all original commercial type blue. VGC original diamond
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

351

341 - COLT 1903 MAGAZINE
Original .32ACP cal magazine for the 1903 hammerless
Colt pistol. Correct 90% blued and top 10% in the white finish and stamped CAL .32 COLT on the base. ExC

352

342 - EARLY LUGER MAGAZINE
Rare early 1905 period German Luger magazine. Some
loss of the nickel finish, correct large number 4617 on the
wooden base plate. ExC
343 - MAUSER C96 GRIPS
Rare original pair of walnut grips for the early cone hammer
Mauser pistol, 23 grooves on each grip. ExC

353

344 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German LP08 pistol. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
original fixed foresight and fine adjustable rear sight. The
underside of the barrel is marked with the serial number
and Army exceptance mark, the chamber dated 1917 and
with all correct proof marks. The toggle is marked DWM.
All visible numbers except the magazine which is the correct type are matching. Metalwork retains near all original
rust blue and straw colours with typical minor wear to the
muzzle and side plate. VGC original grips with chip missing
below the safety. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

351 - S&W 1917 REVOLVER
British WWI period double action revolver. 6½” .45acp cal
barrel with Smith & Wesson address and sold out of service
mark, the frame has English Military proofs and ↑. Metalwork has near all original blue. VGC original checkered
S&W logo grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
352 - LHATI PISTOL
Swedish Model 1940 Lhati semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm
cal barrel with original sights. The frame marked with
Husqvarna address and Danish Police proofs etc. Metalwork has near all original blue. VGC original black plastic
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
353 - NAZI CZ27 PISTOL
WWII Chech made Nazi issued pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel. The slide with original sights, army acceptance eagle
on top and makers code fnh Pistolle Modell 27 KAL 7.65.
Frame is also Waffen-amt marked. Metalwork with most
blued finish. The grips are correct for post war re-issue in
Bulgaria and includes original magazine. G-VGWO&C
CLR
354 - 7.62X25 AMMO
Bag lot containing 300R of 7.62 Tokarev FMJ ammo in
original 50R packets. S&B brand. ExC ALR
355 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE
German P08 pistol magazine, blued body, Waffen-amt and
fxo codes. Alloy base plate. ExC

345 - LUGER HOLSTER
Seldom seen late WWI German modification of a Reichs
revolver holster to fit an Artillery Model Luger pistol. The
flap holster has correctly been cut open to accept the grip
and is marked FW.KINKEL 1918. Ideal accessory for the
previous lot and are well documented in Luger books. VGC

356 - LUGER MAG ETC
WWI Luger magazine with none of the nickel finish remaining, plus a second WWI magazine with broken base plate
and a stripping tool. P & GC

344 & 345

347 - REPRO MANUALS
Reprinted manuals for the P38, P08 and MP40. Some age
staining. GC
348 - WALTHER HP PISTOL
Rare early war Waffen-amt marked Walther HP pistol. 5”
9mm cal barrel with original sights and serial number. The
slide is marked with Walther banner, Zella Mehlis address
and model HP. The other side of the slide is marked with
eagle/N commercial proof as well as the eagle 359 Waffenamt for Walther as well as an electric pencil serial number
and matching stamped serial number on the frame and bar-

350 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with original
sights and serial number. The chamber dated 1916 and has
Imperial proof and Army acceptance marks. The toggle is
marked DWM. Metalwork has most original rust blue with
some slight staining to the leading edges and straw colours.
The side plate is a period replacement. All other visible serial numbers except the correct type magazine are matching. VGC original grips. Complete with its original 1915
brown leather holster with stripping tool and extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

350

340 - WWII 1911 MAGAZINES
Two scarce original .45ACP cal WWI 1911 Military magazines with 50/50 two tone finish and plain unmarked base
plate without staple. Contained in their May 1918 date PB
& Co marked Mills webbing pouch. ExC

346 - LUGER MAGAZINE
WWII P08 magazine blued body with alloy base plate with
serial number and eagle 83 mark. VGC

349 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with original
sights. The barrel is mismatched to the gun but is correct
WWII type. The slide is marked P38 byf 43 (Mauser 1943)
as well as correct waffen amts also on the frame. Metalwork
has most overall original finish thinning on the grip strap.
VGC dark brown bakelite grips and WWII jrd code marked
magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

349

357

358

357 - COLT FRONTIER REVOLVER
Antique U.S model 1878 COLT Frontier six shooter revolver, circa 1897. 7½” 44.40 cal barrel with one line Hartford
address and COLT FRONTIER SIX SHOOTER markings.
Metalwork has most overall original blue, bright in areas
and some handling scratches on the frame. VGC original
dark brown hard rubber grips with rampant Colt logo and
lanyard ring. Action functions well. VGWO&C B/CLR
358 - ALLENS PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
Antique American Allens patent Pepperbox double action
revolver, circa 1850. 6x4” .31 cal barrels marked between
the flutes ALLEN THURBER & CO WORCESTER PATENTED APRIL 10. The action has nipple shield and scroll
engraving and is marked Allens patent 1845 on the hammer.
Metalwork has near all original blue finish to the barrels and
traces on the action.Very good condition original walnut
grips. ExWO&C NLR
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359 - 1888 TRAPDOOR RIFLE
Antique US Military Trapdoor “Ramrod - bayonet” model
rifle, circa 1897-93. 32” 45-70 cal barrel with Buffington
rear sight and foresight missing the protector and fitted with
its ram rod bayonet. The trap correctly marked U.S MODEL
1884 and the lock plate is marked with the eagle and U.S
SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork has nice original patina with
traces of finish and without pitting. ExC original woodwork
with 31 60 and inspectors cartouche plus trap in the butt and
swivels. These are the last of the Trapdoors and mark an end
of an era. VG-ExWO&C ALR
360 - DURS EGG PISTOLS
A pair of percussion travelling pistols by celebrated gun
maker Durs Egg, circa 1820-34. 5½” .41 cal (70 bore) octagonal barrels with captive rammers, bead foresight and engraved at the breech and muzzle as well as marked D.EGG
LONDON and Birmingham proof marks. The box lock actions have side hammers and are engraved as are the steel
guards and tangs. Metalwork retains most original case colour hardening and has areas of staining to the barrels. The
grips have some of the finest detailed checkering we have
seen and have silver lion groutesques. Contained in its original heavy green baize lined case with Sykes medicine bottle,
flask, cap tin, rod and mould. VGWO&C CLR

363

368 - ANSCHUTZ 1400 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1969, bolt action rifle. 21” .22lr cal barrel with iron sights. Metalwork with near all blue and GC
woodwork with some handling marks and includes its 5R
magazine. G-VGWO&C ALR

364

369 - SAVAGE 99 RIFLE
US lever action sporting rifle. 20” .308 cal barrel with iron
sights and markings. Metalwork has a clear coat finish that
is starting to flake. GC woodwork with swivels. GWO&C
ALR
367

369

370

359

362

371

364 - BOND OFFICERS PISTOLS
Pair of Antique, circa 1860, percussion pistols by Philip
and Edward Bond. 5” approx .65 cal (16 bore) octagonal
browned barrels with captive ram rod and sights marked
P&W BOND 45 CORNHILL LONDON and has gold bands
and engraving extending into the tang. The lock plates are
also foliate engraved and marked P&W BOND and feature
half cock safeties. Checkered full wood stocks with engraved steel mounts. Contained in a nice contempary case
with accessories. VG-ExWO&C NLR Est $6,500 - 8,000

366 - UNIQUE X51
High quality French vintage semi auto rifle. 22” barrel with
factory silencer fitted and original sight and manufactures
markings. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

371 - COLT LIGHTNING REVOLVER
Rare London retailed US Colt Model 1877 double action
revolver, circa 1878. 4½” .38CF cal barrel with two line
address - COLT’S PT FA MFG CO HARTFORD CT USA
DEPT 14. PALL MALL LONDON, also marked with London proof marks which are also on each of the chambers
and the frame with patent information. Metalwork has grey
to dark patina. VGC original checkered one piece rosewood
grips. Only 1500 London Model 1877 revolvers were made
making them very desirable. Action is slightly at fault on the
double action otherwise GC CLR
372 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Antique US Colt Model 1877 double action revolver, circa
1897. 4½” .41 cal barrel with two line Hartford address and
Colt DA 41 markings. Metalwork has overall thinning blue
turning grey in areas. The frame with patent information
and Rampant Colt logo. VGC but worn original hard rubber
logo checkered grips. VGWO&C CLR

363 - FRENCH PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique French percussion travelling pistol, circa 1830-50.
4½” .44 cal (54 bore) octagonal browned barrel with blade
foresight. The lockplate is borderline and sun burst engraved as well as makers mark UASSECON A MARSEILL.
Metalwork has most brown and thinning blue finish. VGC
ful wood checkered stock with swell at the base which has a
shell engraved cap box. The steel mounts are also elegantly
engraved and has a vase shape finial. Complete with steel
ram rod. ExWO&C NLR

365 - LEG OF MUTTON SHOTGUN CASES
Two brown leather shotgun cases for vintage side by side
shotguns. VGC

370 - WINCHESTER 92 RIFLE CARBINE
US, circa 1924, lever action carbine. 20” 25-20 cal round
barrel with iron sights and New Haven address etc. Receiver
with saddle ring and tang with Model 92 Winchester markings. Metalwork has thin blue to the barrel and traces on the
receiver. GWO&C ALR

366

361 - BOND DUELLING PISTOLS
A pair of English antique Flintlock duelling pistols by Philip
Bond, circa 1780-1800. 10” .61 (20 bore) octagonal barrels
with silver foresights and marked CORNHILL LONDON.
The actions with swan neck cocks, waterproof pans and roller frizzers. The plates are marked P BOND and decorated
with sunburst and floral designs around the pins. Metalwork
has most brown to the barrels and traces of blue to the actions. VGC full piece stocks with engraved steel mounts
and rods. Contained in their leather bound oak case with red
baize lining and accessories. Includes Dixon 3 waterflask
and mould. Ex-VGWO&C NLR Est $12,000 - 16,000
362 - PIPER PISTOL
Antique, circa 1830’s, Percussion Officers pistol. 7” Octagonal approx .59 cal (20 bore) damascus barrel with flick
bayonet and marked GUILDFORD. The lock plate is engraved with borderline and foliate design and marked Piper.
Metalwork has dark grey original patina. VGC full wood
checkered stock with engraved steel furniture expanding to
a pineapple finial. Complete with horn tip ebony ram rod.
The ½ cock safety is at fault otherwise. VGWO&C NLR

367 - GERVARM RIFLE
High quality vintage French semi auto rifle. 16” .22lr cal
barrel with muzzle break and no foresight but rear is present with all markings. Metalwork with near all blue with
some minor staining. Variant with one piece wooden stock
in ExC. Includes its 10 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR

372

373

374

375

373 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER
A nice example of a flat top Military target revolver, circa
1904. 7½” .455 cal barrel with original sights and marked
with Colt Hartford address and patent dates ending in 1900
and caliber and marked NEW SERVICE 455 ELEY. The
frame is marked COLTS NEW SERVICE. The grip straps
and trigger are correctly checkered. Metalwork has near all
blue except for some pinpricking around one of the cylinder flutes. ExC original walnut grips. Also includes an extra
.455 cal cylinder. VGWO&C B/CLR
374 - S&W FRONTIER REVOLVER
Antique, circa late 1800’s, double action first model revolver (a.k.a New Model Navy or D.A Frontier). 5” .44 Russian
cal barrel with original sights and S&W address and patents
ending in 1880. Metalwork has most original blue and faint
case colours with some staining and dulling to the finish.
VGC original S&W logo hard rubber grips. VGWO&C
CLR
375 - POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER
US Colt double action revolver. 5” .38 special cal barrel
marked with correct Colt address and patent dates with Police Positive .38 special. Metalwork retains most original
finish with some hoster wear and a small amount of pitting
on the frame above the trigger guard. VGC wood grips with
Colt medallions on both sides. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland
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376 - WEBLEY TARGET REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1902, Webley & Scott Military target rifle.
7½” .455 cal hexagonal barrel with original sights and
marked P WEBLEY & SON LONDON and BIRMINGHAM. The side marked “ WS” TARGET MODEL as well
as nitro proof marks. The frame with patent and logo markings. Metalwork has most overall original blue thinning on
the edges and below the front sight. VGC original checkered
wooden grip with silver escucheon on the left hand side and
lanyard ring at the base. VGWO&C B/CLR

385 - SWISS K31 RIFLE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle. 25” 7-5x55 cal barrel with original sights, chamber with
Swiss Cross. Metalwork with near all original blue with
some loss towards the muzzle. ExC original woodwork with
some handling marks, complete with sling and magazine.
ExWO&C ALR

376

386 - NAGANT M44 CARBINE
Scarce and hard to find 1943 dated WWII M44 Mosin Nagant carbine. 22” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights
and bayonet lug. Chamber with 1943 date and Soviet markings. Metalwork has near all arsenal refinish and matching
number on bolt. VGC woodwork with arsenal repair to left
hand side near the receiver. VGWO&C ALR

382

377 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Bag lot containing two stainless and two blued .45 cal 7R
1911 magazines. The stainless magazines have base extensions. VGC
378 - RUGER P85 MAGAZINE
One 30R plus a 17R and 15R, for the 9mm pistol. GC

387 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
British Military WWII No4 MKI* SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver
with basic battle sight and marked Long Branch 1943. Bolt
and receiver are mismatched, metalwork has most overall
original finish. VGC woodwork with brass butt plate complete with sling and magazine. VGWO&C ALR

383

379 - RUGER P85 MAGAZINES
Two 15R 9mm magazines. GC
380 - NEW LAND PATTERN PISTOL
Antique, circa 1805, British Military Flintlock pistol. 9”
.65 cal barrel with English proofs, lockplate with Tower,
Crown/GR and ↑ marks. Metalwork with original white
metal aged patina. GC woodwork with captive ram rod and
regulation brass furniture. VGWO&C NLR
381 - FRENCH FLINTLOCK PISTOL
A nice quality but un-named French Flintlock travelling pistol, circa 1750-1780. 5¾” approx .56/24 bore barrel. The
barrel is relief engraved and gild inlayed near the breech
and has steel foresight at the end. The lock plate is early type
which is also relief engraved with foliate designs and gold
inlay. The wooden stock is elegantly relief carved and has
engraved and gold inlayed steel mounts and groutesque as
well as horn tip. Action does not stay on full cock otherwise
VGC NLR

385

389 - 303 BRASS CASES
Approx. 260 unprimed new brass cases for the SMLE, plus
approx. 20 unprimed fired cases and 80 primed cases. GC
ALR

386

390 - 303 STRIPPER CLIPS
Approx. 30 SMLE magazine charger clips for the SMLE
rifle. VGC

382 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Large French late 19th Century pinfire double action revolver. 6¼” 11mm cal barrel with original foresight. The 6 shot
cylinder has clover leaf design and has silver inlay patterns
on each of the chambers as well as on the open top frame.
Metalwork has dark original patina with plum colour to the
barrel. VGC original hard rubber checkered grips with lanyard ring. The trigger return is at fault but otherwise rotates
and functions well. VGC NLR
383 - PORTUGESE MAUSER RIFLE
Rare WWII period Model 1941 short rifle. This is an export version of the K98 for the Portugese Military which
many were diverted to the German Army. 24” 8mm cal
barrel with original sights with hood and bayonet lug. The
chamber with 1941 date and Portugese chest and the rear
with Obendorf address. The gun is also profusely Waffen
amt marked on the metalwork and original stock. All numbers are matching. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue. ExC original woodwork with minor handling marks.
ExWO&C ALR
384 - MAUSER K98 RIFLE
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel with
original early type foresight without hood, tangent rear and
bayonet lug and marked with serial number and acceptance
proof. The chamber is dated 1939 and code marked 237
(Berlin Lubecker manufacture) as well as serial numbers
and proofs. The rail marked Mod 98. The bolt, barrel, receiver, floor plate and sight are matching but the safety and
barrel band are correct replacements. Metalwork has most
overall original blue finish. VGC laminated stock with Naval unit mark 0.25040 on the roundel. There is a ‘checked’
7cm repair at the base of the stock. VGWO&C ALR

384

388 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
British Military WWII No4 MKI rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with original sights. The receiver is marked NO4 MKI T
and has three tap holes at the rear for a Sniper scope. The T
marking is not correct as are the holes and there is no H&H
makers marks. This, in our opinion, has been a mock sniper
rifle at some point. Most overall blue, VGC woodwork and
complete with sling and magazine. GWO&C ALR

387

391 - SMLE ACCESSORIES
SMLE canvas sling, action cover and bayonet frog. VGC
392 - SMLE ACCESSORIES
Same as previous lot. VGC
393 - RELOADING DIES
30.30 cal two die set. RCBS brand, plus 308 two die set.
VGC ALR

394

395

396

397

394 - BROWNING 1900 PISTOL
Belgian early 20th Century semi automatic pistol. 3¾”
.32ACP cal barrel with original sights. Marked with FN
Herstal address and BROWNINGS-PATENT etc. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC original
FN logo hard rubber grips. Hard to find better. ExWO&C
CLR
395 - BROWNING 115 PISTOL
Seldom seen modernised variant of the M1910 pistol, exissued to the Dutch Police. 3½” .380/9mm KURZ cal barrel,
the slide with fixed sights and Herstal address. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue. ExC original plastic
BROWNING logo grips. Includes its original black leather
issue holster and extra magazine. ExWO&C CLR
396 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
Ex West German Police pistol circa 1973. 3½” .32acp cal
barrel, the slide with Walther banner and Ulm address as
well as Police Nds mark also on the frame. Metalwork has
near all blue, ExC original grips. ExWO&C CLR
397 - SAVAGE 1907 PISTOL
Early US, circa 1913-17 semi auto pistol. 4” .380acp cal barrel with original integral sights, patent Savage and cal markings. Variant with hammer, the frame marked SAVAGE.
Metalwork has most original blue thinning in areas where
held. ExC original Indian head logo grips. VGWO&C CLR
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398 - UNIQUE PISTOL
Vintage French semi auto pistol. 3” 7.65 court cal barrel.
Side with unique brand and markings etc. Metalwork with
all over re-blue. VGC original grips. VGWO&C CLR
399 - BROWNING 1903 PISTOL
Belgian semi automatic pistol, circa early 20th Century. 5”
9mm browning long cal barrel, slide with FN Herstal address etc and original sights. Metalwork with most original
blue thinning on the edges and grip straps. VGC FN logo
hard rubber grips and lanyard ring. VGWO&C CLR
400 - NAVAL 1887 CUTLASS
British Naval pattern 1887 Cutlass. 27”/68cm slightly
curved blade marked ↑ WD over crown E30 & C88 on the
other side. Cast steel grip and steel guard with slight turn
down and brass diamond plaque with 27 rack number. VGC

411 - SPORTOWY PISTOL
.22lr training version of the Tokarev TT33 pistol. 4½”.22lr
cal barrel, slide with fixed sights, Polish Radom arsenal
mark and 1955 date. Metalwork has near all original blue.
ExC original grips. Includes 8 of its aluminium 7.62 dummy
cartridges that you load the .22lr cartridges into. VGWO&C
B/CLR

399

412 - COLT 22 PISTOL
US, circa 1990, model ‘Colt 22’ pistol. 4½” Stainless bull
barrel with fixed sights and metalwork with some handling
marks. VGC one piece polymer grip and trigger guard.
VGWO&C B/CLR

398
400

401 - NAVAL 1887 CUTLASS
Pattern 1887 British Naval Cutlass. 27”/68cm slightly
curved blade. ↑ WD over Crown E44 mark at the base of the
blade and the other side marked C/88. Ribbed cast iron grip
with steel guard with diamond shape brass plaque with 28
rack number. VGC

413 - BUCKMARK PISTOL
Browning Bullseye target Buchmark pistol. 7¼” .22lr cal
fluted bull barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with
near all matte black finish. ExC deluxe rosewood target
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

402

402 - 1804 NAVAL CUTLASS
British Naval early 19th Century pattern 1804 Cutlass.
29”/74cm straight blade with No8 rack number on the spine.
Knurled cast grip with double disc figure of eight steel guard
which is ↑ marked. VGC
403 - 1804 NAVAL CUTLASS
British Naval Cutlass, circa 1804-1810. 28¼”/72cm straight
blade. Cast iron knurled grip with narrow type steel guard.
GC

405

417 - COLT POCKET WATCH
Franklin Mint collectors pocket watch. Silver and gold finishes with rampant Colt logo on the outside and Colt Peacemaker on the dial. Includes chain and leather pouch. ExC

410

418 - CIVIL WAR KNIVES
Three Franklin Mint Civil War collectors knives with picture of the Soldiers on the handle and battle information
on the blade - Maj Gen Custer, Vice adm Farragut and Col
Chamberlain. ExC

411

419 - CIVIL WAR KNIVES
Similar to previous lot but for Southern Soldiers: Robert
Lee, Lt Gen Longstreet and Maj Gen Picket. ExC

412

406 - VINTAGE DAGGER
European dagger 14cm double edge blade marked SUPERIOR QUALITY, nickle guard, horn grip with wire wrap,
has steel scabbard. VGC

420 - WALTHER G22 RIFLE
German bull pup .22lr semi auto rifle. 23” .22lr cal barrel
with flash hider and original sights, handrail fitted with
Hawke 3-9 illuminated scope. Metalwork with near all original finish which is turning a plum colour on the barrel. ExC
black polymer stock with extra magazine and stock spaces.
ExWO&C ALR

413

407 - BOWIE KNIFE
Eastern style Bowie knife with 20cm blade. Ebony handle
with human head design. Complete with leather and brass
scabbard. VGC
408 - EUROPEAN DAGGER
Most likely vintage German dagger in similar style to a
hunting knife with deer foot handle, 13cm single edge
blade. Steel and leather scabbard. VGC

421 - ERMA M1 22 CARBINE
German Erma semi auto rifle styled on the M1 carbine. 18”
.22lr cal barrel with original sights. Metalwork with near all
original blue. VGC wooden stock with some minor handling
marks. VGWO&C ALR
420

422 - W&C SCOTT SHOTGUN
Vintage English side by side sidelock ejector shotgun. 30”
12g full choke barrels marked W&C Scott & Son THE
MONTE CARLO E 10 GT CASRE STREET REGENT
CIRCUS LONDON as well as SCOTTS IMPROVED
BOLT. The lock plates are also makers marked and are engraved with foliate and bird designs. The barrels have thinning blue finish turning grey near the chamber. The original
woodwork shows wear to the forend where the checkering
has turned smooth but otherwise GWO&C ALR

409 - SIG 1911-22 PISTOL
German made Sig Sauer model 1911-22 pistol. 5” .22lr
cal barrel, slide with fixed sights. Metalwork with near all
matte black finish. VGC original wooden grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR
410 - SIG MOSQUITO PISTOL
German made pistol styled on the P226. 5”.22lr cal threaded
barrel, the slide with fixed sights. Metalwork has near all
black finish, includes 3 extra magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

415 - COLT 1911 BOOK
Collectors Guide to Colt .45 Service Pistols - Models of
1911 & 1911A1 by Clawson. Medium format, hard cover,
B&W photos and 130 pages. ExC
416 - COLT SHOP MANUALS
Colt Double Action Revolvers VOL1 and The Colt 45 Automatic, both by Kuhnhauser S.C.M.F, black and white. VGC

408

404 - US MODEL 1860 CUTLASS
US Civil War Naval Cutlass. 26”/66cm slightly curved
blade with ¾” wide fuller. The base of the blade is stamped
USN DR 1862. and on the otherside AMES MFG CO
CHICOPEE. Wooden grip with shagreen and wine wrap
brass guard without markings, complete with its leather
scabbard and frog. VGC
405 - US CAVALRY SWORD
US Civil War period model 1860 light cavalry sabre. 34 ½”
87cm slightly curved blade with 17” narrow fuller above the
slightly longer ½” wide fuller. The ricasso marked US ADK
1862 and on the other side AMESMFG CO CHICOPEE
MASS. Shagreen and wire wrap grip with three strand brass
knuckle bow marked with number 15530. Complete with
steel scabbard with ADK inspectors mark at the base. VGC

414 - BUCKMARK PISTOL
US Browning semi automatic pistol. 5½” .22 cal bull barrel, slide with original Browning sights. VGC metalwork
with slight holster wear at muzzle. ExC rubber grips with
Browning logo. Includes original box and spare magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

404

421
422

To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
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423 - GREENER SHOTGUN
Vintage English side by side box lock shotgun. 30” 12g full
and ¾” choke barrels marked WW GREENER, LONDON
and Birmingham address. The action is plain borderline engraved and is also makers marked and has the side safety.
Metalwork has near all blue to the barrels. GC checkered
woodwork with rubber butt plate fitted. G-VGWO&C ALR
424 - GREENER GP SHOTGUN
English Martini action 12 bore shotgun. 26” Blued barrel
with bead sight. The action marked GREENERS GP GUN
& Birmingham address. Metalwork has most overall blue.
VGC checkered woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

435 - C96 HOLSTER
What appears to be a reproduction of a C96 broom handle
leather shoulder holster with twin ammo pouches and strap.
VGC
425

436 - P38 HOLSTER
Original WWII black leather late war, circa 1944, break
away soft shell holster for the German pistol, code marked
dKK 44 and P38 embossed. GC

423

437 - GERMAN FN1922 HOLSTER
Rare WWII German Luftwaffe holster for the Browning
1910/22 pistol. Brown leather construction, the inside of the
flap has a faint makers mark ink stamp which is very hard
to make out. VGC

425 - WINCHESTER 1893 SHOTGUN
Antique, circa 1895, pump action shotgun. 29” 12g barrel
marked with New Haven address and patent information etc
and with bead sight. The side rail is marked WINCHESTER MODEL 1893. Metalwork has grey aged and cleaned
patina. GC woodwork with steel butt plate. GWO&C ALR

438 - C96 CLEANING ROD
Original wooden and steel cleaning rod for the C96 Broom
handle Mauser pistol. VGC

424

439 - TWO BRITISH HOLSTERS
Two WWII Period canvas kahki web holsters. One for the
38 cal revolver and the other for the .455 revolver. VGC

426 - THREE SCOPES
Vintage Tasco 3-9 rubber armour coated scope plus a Redfield 3-9 and a Jaguar 4x40. GC

440 - LILIPUT PISTOL
Rare German vintage M1925 pocket pistol. 2” .25acp cal
barrel with original sights and Crown/u proof (also on the
frame). The slide marked LILIPUT KAL 6.35. Metalwork
has near all original bright blue. ExC original hard rubber
grips with medalion inlays. Hard to find better and one of
the smallest vest pistols made. ExWO&C CLR

427 - BUSHNELL SCOPE
Bushnell Elite 3200 Japanese made 3-9x40 scope. Some
handling marks. GC
430

428 - NIKON SCOPE
Nikon Monarch, Japanese 3.3-10x44 Punilax adjustable
scope, some handling scratches. GC

441 - OWA POCKET PISTOL
Scarce Austrian Owa variant of the Clement pistol, circa
early 20th Century. 2” .25acp cal barrel marked with Vienna address, patent and proof marks. Metalwork has near
all original blue and the bolt is jewelled while the take down
lever and safety retain near all original straw and fire blue
colours. ExC original grips. ExWO&C CLR

429 - ASSORTED MAGAZINES
Bag lot containing eight rimfire and centerfire sporting rifle
magazines, mostly RF. GC
432

430 - MP5 SUBMACHINE GUN
A built under license from Heckler & Kock MP5A3 S.M.G.
9½” 9mm cal barrel with attachment lugs and hooded foresight. The receiver with diopter rear sight is marked POF
MP5 06 and the magazine well cal 9mmx19. The trigger
group pistol grip is polymer and has four position ambidextrous Navy type selector (safe, semi, three shot and full
auto). Metalwork has near all original matte blued finish.
Colapsable butt stock and synthetic forend. Includes its
original 30R magazine, plus an extra magazine. Appears
unused in a new ExWO&C CLR

433

431 - MINI UZI S.M.G
Isreali Weapons Industries submachine gun. 7½” 9mm
ported barrel. The receiver with original sights and marked
MINI UZI 9mm IWI etc. Three position selector marked
ARS. Metalwork has near all matte black original finish.
VGC plastic original grip and rubber coated folding steel
stock complete with 32R magazine. ExWO&C CLR

434

432 - VZ 26 S.M.G
Czech submachine gun. 11” 7.62 TOK cal barrel. Reciever
with original sights and arsenal marked she 1952. Most arsenal enamel finish flaking infront of the ejection port. GC
resin wood and folding steel stock. Includes its 32R magazine. GWO&C CLR
433 - MICRO UZI
Isreali Military Industries machine pistol. 5” 9mm ported
barrel, receiver with original sights, 3 position selector and
marked PISTOL MICRO UZI 9MM PARA. Metalwork has
near all matte black finish. GC plastic grip and side folding
stock without magazine. VGWO&C CLR
434 - MICRO GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military Industries compact version of the GALIL
rifle. 8” 5.56/.233 cal barrel with original muzzle break and
sights. The receiver fitted with forward attachment rail and
has ambidextrous 3 position selector (safe, auto and semi).
Marked Micro Galil MODEL 699 IMI etc. ExC synthetic
furniture with side folding butt and includes its 30 shot
magazine. ExWO&C CLR

442 - WEBLEY POCKET PISTOL
Vintage British, circa 1907-39 pocket/vest pistol. 2” .25 acp
cal barrel with English proofs, also on the slide which is
marked WEBLEY & SCOTT Ltd address and logo. Metalwork has near all original blue with a few minor staining spots. The hammer and trigger are finished in the white
which is turning grey towards the edges. ExC original hard
rubber grips complete with its original magazine and very
hard to find original purple cardboard box. VG-ExWO&C
CLR
443 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Belgian pocket pistol, circa 1960’s. 2” .25acp cal barrel
with original sights and marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE.
Metalwork has near all original blue with some handling
marks. Variant with BROWNING logo plastic grips. VGExWO&C CLR
444 - BERETTA 950B PISTOL
Italian pocket pistol, circa 1970’s, manufactured in Brazil. 2
½” .25acp cal barrel with tip up ejection, the slide with Beretta 950B markings. Metalwork has near all original blue
with some minor holster wear to the front leading edges of
the slide. ExC original plastic grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

440

445 - ASTRA CUB PISTOL
Spanish pocket pistol. 2” .22 short cal barrel, slide marked
with model Guernica address etc. Metalwork has near all
original nickel plated finish. ExC original white plastic
grips. ExWO&C CLR

441

444

446 - SNAIL DRUM HOLSTER
Reproduction leather holster/pouch for the Artillery Luger
magazine. VGC
447 - LUGER HOLSTER BOOT
Reproduction leather boot section that fits over the base of
the stock and holster as part of the ‘rig’. ExC

445
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448 - M16 BOOK
The Black Rifle M16 Retrospective by Stevens & Ezell.
Hard cover, large format, 400 pages, B&W photos. Must
have reference book. Dust jacket slightly tatty otherwise
VGC

457 - LEG OF MUTTON CASE
Vintage brown leather shotgun case. FC
458 - S&W BARREL
6” .357 Magnum 586 barrel with full underlug and ramped
foresight, thinning blue. GC B/CLR

449 - COLT PEACEMAKER BOOK
Colt Peacemaker Encyclopedia VOL1 by Cochran. Hard
cover, large format, 433 pages, B&W photos. Excellent reference book for the single action collector. ExC

459 - ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL MAG
5R, 300 Win mag cal magazine for the Accuracy International bolt action rifle. ExC

450 - STEEL CANVAS BOOK
Steel Canvas - The Art of American Arms by R.L Wilson.
Hard cover, large format, 383 pages, colour photos. Well
presented landscape book showing some of the worlds finest guns. ExC
453

451 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER MC RIFLE
A superb example of a vintage Austrian model MC sporting
rifle, circa 1964. 22” .243 cal barrel with original sights. The
chamber with original matted finish and model markings.
The receiver is fitted with quick release side scope base and
mount with 1” rings, action has original double set triggers
and butter knife bolt handle. Metalwork is in superb condition and retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC
original checkered walnut stock with ebony tip. Hard to find
a better example. ExWO&C ALR
452 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER MC RIFLE
Austrian vintage model MC, circa 1962, sporting bolt action rifle. 22” .270 cal barrel with original sights missing the
forsight hood. The receiver with correct original chamber
markings and matted finish. The side is fitted with vintage
Pachmayr mount and German Nickel brand telescopic sight.
The action has twin set triggers and butter knife bolt handle.
Metalwork has near all original blue starting to thin towards
the muzzle and on the magazine base and trigger guard. GC
woodwork, has been scolloped on the cheek rest and some
bruising to the front checkered area. GWO&C ALR

452

461 - CASED LUGER PISTOL
1960’s American Eagle model Luger pistol made by Mauser
for US company Interarms. 6” .30 Luger cal barrel with saw
tooth foresight. The chamber is marked with the American
Eagle motif and the toggle with the original Mauser banner
logo. The frame has the early style grip safety. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue and straw colours and the
original checkered grips are also in ExC. It is contained in
its original red velvet lined mahogany case with extra magazine, oil bottle tools and ammuntion. ExWO&C B/CLR

455
456

453 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER MC CARBINE
Austrian vintage model MC sporting carbine, circa 1965.
20” .270 cal barrel with original sights missing the foresight hood. The receiver with correct chamber markings and
side rail address. Fitted with its correct period Kahles Hella
scope. The action has double set triggers and butter knife
bolt handles. Metalwork has very thin original finish to the
barrel and scope with areas of blue in concealed areas. GC
full wood stock with aftermarket butt pad. GWO&C ALR
454 - DAKOTA HUNTING RIFLE
High quality US Dakota Arms Big Game hunting rifle. The
rifle is a take down model with two barrels. The first barrel is in 416 Taylor and is 22½” long and has iron sights
and swivel attachment as well as porting at the muzzle, the
second barrel is 300 win mag cal and is without sights but
is also ported and with swivel point. Metalwork has most
overall original blue finish that is starting to thin at the bolt
handle and leading edges. The action has its Talley brand
quick release scope mounts and a Docter Optic 1.2-5x32
scope. ExC checkered walnut stock with ebony forend.
There is a very minor hairline, 1cm long, crack in front of
the take down screw. Also includes its Bear track take down
case, 416 dies projectiles and cases. VGWO&C ALR
Est $10,000 - 12,000

463

455 - BROWNING BLR RIFLE
A nice custom finished Browning lever action rifle. 18” .358
Winchester cal threaded barrel also with optional muzzle
break. The receiver has Weaver bases and the metalwork
has been professionally refinished by Allen Carr and retains
all blue. The stock is a custom checkered walnut by Kevin
Gaskill and is also in ExC. ExWO&C ALR

465

456 - AYA DOUBLE RIFLE
Spanish side by side double rifle. 20” 45-70 cal with central
rib, iron and sights and 1” QD rings. Metalwork has near
all overall blue starting to dull. VGC checkered woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

460 - US FIREARMS S/A REVOLVER
A very high quality single action Army revolver by Hartford
manufacturer US Firearms manufacturing company. 7½”
.22lr blued barrel marked with US FA address. The frame is
flat top target type and the gun has Bisley target type sights.
The blued frame is marked with Colt patent dates as the gun
is a direct high quality clone of a Colt 1873 single action.
Metalwork retains all original bright blue and with fire blue
to the screws, trigger and other small parts. ExC deluxe high
gloss walnut grips. Also included is a second cylinder in .22
Magnum cal and its US marked hard rubber checkered black
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

462 - CZECH MATE PISTOL
Czech model 75 TS CZECHMATE semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with factory four port compensator.
Frame is attached with original fitted C-More systems optic.
ExC metalwork retains all finish. Pistol includes its original box containing three extra magazines, mag loader, iron
sights and back up parts kit. This is the top of the line CZ
pistol and replacement value is over $6000. ExWO&C B/
CLR
463 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
US Series 80 MKIV 1911 pistol. 5” .45 cal barrel, slide with
correct adjustable Elliason sights. Metalwork retains most
blue finish thinning at the leading edges. Pistol is fitted with
extended levers and safeties and flared mag well. Original
wood Colt madallion grips. Includes its 7R magazine. FGWO&C B/CLR

464

464 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
US MKIV series 80 combat Elite pistol. 5”.45ACP cal barrel with full length guide rod. Slide fitted with aftermarket
target sights. Two tone finish with blued slide and stainless
frame. Metalwork shows holster wear and some fine staining. Aftermarket parts including extended levers and safeties, grip safety has been disconnected. Original Colt logo
grips. Includes one 8R magazine. F-GWO&C B/CLR
465 - S&W REVOLVER
US Smith & Wesson 14-2 Target Masterpiece single action
revolver circa 1961-62. 6”.38 S&W special cal barrel with
target front sight and adjustable rear. The metalwork retains
most original blue finish showing wear at the muzzle and
ejector rod. The hammer is case hardened with a side target
spur. VGC wood grips with S&W medallion. VGWO&C B/
CLR

466

466 - S&W 5906 PISTOL
US Model 5906 semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, slide
has original three dot sights and ExC stainless finish with
Smith & Wesson rollmarks. ExC plastic grips with S&W
logo. Includes three extra magazines and a spare 9mm barrel. ExWO&C B/CLR
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467 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER
US Dan Wesson Arms model 357 double action revolver.
6”.357 mag cal barrel with ramped foresight and adjustable
rear. ExC stainless metalwork. VGC Pachmayr “Gripper”
rubberized grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

ST LEEDS. Metalwork has thinning original blue. VGC
original woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR
479 - DAHLGREN BAYONET
An extremely rare and desirable Bowie knife bayonet for
the US Civil War period Plymouth/Whitneyville rifle. 30cm
blade marked on the ricasso USN/DR/1864 and the opposite
side AMES MFG Co/CHICOPEE/MASS in the arch type
font. The pommel also has the script inspectors mark DR in
oval for Daniel Reynolds and twin copper pins, brass shows
good age and some staining to the blade. Complete with its
correct engraved leather and brass scabbard with remains of
its red felt lining, seldom seen and very sought after for the
bayonet and US civila war collector. VGC

467

468 - SA ARM BAND
German WWII Nazi SA arm band. Red felt construction.
The Swastika section is cotton and overlocked to the band,
some age stainning. VGC
469 - GORING GRAND CROSS
A very rare Grand Iron Cross awarded to Reichsmarschall
Goring. This is the type B as listed in Formans book. These
were a limited production for exhibition displays and museums during the Third Reich era. Silver frame with 800 mark,
three piece construction, iron core with some staining inside
the Swastika. Includes suspension ring and ribbon. ExC
470 - KNIGHTS CROSS OAKLEAVES AND SWORDS
WWII German Oakleaves and swords award for the Iron
Cross with Silbez makers box. Stamped 800 & SILBER
makers mark. The sword pattern is stamped on both sides.
ExC
471 - NARVIK SHIELD
WWII German Narvik campaign shield 1940 as issued to
Army, Luffwaffe and SS. Grey metal contruction. VGC

479
476

472 - CRIMEA SHIELD
German WWII bronze Crimea Campaign shield 1941-42 as
issued to the Army and SS. GC

481 - COLT 1851 NAVY REVOLVER
US circa 1866, percussion revolver. 7½” .36 cal octagonal
barrel with New York address. The barrel and ram rod have
scarce original nickel finish which is flaking in some areas.
The cylinder has no trace of the scene and grey patina to the
frame. Large brass type triggerguard is mismatched from
the frame and barrel. GC original grips. GWO&C NLR

473 - GERMAN MONEY
WWII Third Reich money. 1, 2 & 10 Reichmark notes plus
1, 5 &10 pfennig coins. GC
474 - M1942 HELMET
WWII German M42 Helmet with straight edge complete
with liner and chin strap. The decals are a later replacement
and are SS and Swastika. VGC

482 - CASED PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
Antique English double bar hammer type percussion revolving pistol, circa 1850. Six .36 cal 2¾” barrels marked with
Birmingham proof marks between the barrels. The frame
and back strap are engraved with foliate design and retains
its German silver finish, the barrels, hammer and trigger
guard are in the white. ExC original two piece walnut grips.
Contained in its American made case with red velvet lining,
flask, mould and cap tin. VGWO&C NLR

475 - PARATROOPER HELMET
Reproduction WWII Luffwaffe Paratrooper helmet. VGC
478

476 - CASED DOUBLE RIFLE & SHOTGUN
Antique, circa 1870’s, double lock-fast rifle and shotgun set.
The rifle is a 500 black powder express big game rifle with
28” central rib barrels with express sights and marked JD
DOUGALL GUN & RIFLE MANUFACTURER TO HRH
PRINCE OF WALES, 59 ST JAMES ST LONDON, as well
as London proofs on the underside. The gun is lock fast patent back action type with half cock safeties and is borderline
engraved. The barrels have most overall old re-blue and the
action has aged patina. GC checkered walnut stock with
some pitting to the steel butt plate. The shotgun is 12 bore
with same address, London proofs and retains most finish.
The action is makers marked and finely foliate engraved and
retains most finish VGC woodwork. Contained in its leather
covered oak case with green baize reline and accessories.
VGWO&C ALR Est 10,000 - 13,000
477 - ADAMS DOUBLE RIFLE
A high quality Antique English double rifle by the Adams
Patent Small Arms Company of London, circa 1880-92.
28” .500 black powder express barrels measuring .51 at the
bore. The central matted rib has 3 fully engraved leaf sights,
graduated 180, 200, 300. The barrels are marked ADAMS
& CO 32 FINSBURY PAVEMENT LONDON. The underside HENRYS PATENT A&T 609 & 610 as well as London
proofs for 39 bore. The back action locks are beautifully,
fully foliate engraved and marked ADAMS CO. VGC walnut stock with original steel textured butt plate. VGWO&C
ALR
478 - ROOK RIFLE
19th Century English Martini action Rook rifle. 27” Heavy
barrel re-chambered to .22 Hornet cal and has original sights
and flat matted top section. The side of the action is marked
with makers name CHAS FLETCHER 10 COMMERCIAL

480 - DRAGOON BREVETE REVOLVER
Rare antique, most likely Belgian, copy of a 1st Model Colt
Dragoon percussion revolver, circa 1849-65. 7½” .44 cal
round to octagonal barrel. The cylinder has oval stops and
has a rolled foliate design and marked on the rear between
the nipples with the number 7. This is the only marking on
the gun as it is abscent of any makers or proof marks. Metalwork has dark grey overall patina with some pin pricking
to the barrel. The square back trigger guard and back strap
are brass and the grips are carved in the Belgian style also
with slightly flared shape at the base. A similar example is
pictured on page 138 of Sutherland & Wilson. Copies of
Colt revolvers are seldom seen and many were supplied to
the South during the civila war. Action indexes 99% of the
way but is slightly at fualt Otherwise VGC NLR

477

483 - SHARPS DERINGER
English, circa 1870’s, Tipping & Lawden 4 barrel sharps deringer. 3” .30RF cal blued barrels with Birmingham proofs.
The brass frame has nickel finish and foliate engraved designs. ExC original carved hard rubber grips. Contained in
its original case with blue baize lining. Action is at fault and
does not index or fire otherwise G-VGC CLR

481

484 - STEVENS POCKET RIFLE
Antique, circa 1875 - early 1900’s, new model pocket rifle/
bicycle gun. 10” Octagonal to round .22rf barrel with original adjustable sights and Chicopee falls address and patent
dates. Metalwork retains most original blue to the barrels
turning plum and thinning. Near all original finish to the
frame and stock. ExWO&C B/CLR

482

485 - COLT NO3 DERINGER
Antique US Colt Thuer Deringer, circa 1875-1912. 2½”
.41 cal barrel marked - COLT - and with original sight. The
frame marked 41. Metalwork has most thinning original
blue with some pin pricking. The nickel finish is present
in concealed areas. GC original rosewood grips, trigger is
slightly at fault. GC CLR

483

485

486

486 - US DERINGER
Antique un-named single shot Deringer, using a similar
loading mechanism to the forehand & Wadsworth and many
other US basic Deringers of the 1860’s. 2½” .25rf cal octagonal to round barrel. Metalwork with near all nickel finish.
Only markings are Birmingham proofs. VGC walnut grips,
trigger slightly at fault otherwise VGC CLR
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487 - TWO US REVOLVERS
Two antique mid-late 19th Century cartridge revolvers. The
first is unbranded but is similar to the 2nd model Plants revolver of Rollin white patent type. 3” .22rf hexagonal barrel
without sight. Brass frame and walnut grips. The second is
a Granger & Sons .22rf which action is at fault and flaking
nickel finish. F-GC CLR

500 - BARNARD TARGET RIFLE
NZ made Barnard single shot target rifle. 24” 6mm PPC cal
stainless heavy barrel marked 6PPC 2650 NECK. Action is
fitted with a Weaver T-20 Micro-Trac AO scope. GC metalwork. Target wood stock shows wear and has a fine split in
the butt. GWO&C ALR

500

501 - P17 TARGET RIFLE
Custom heavy barrelled P17 single shot target rifle. 24”
308 cal heavy barrel marked HAWK. Action is fitted with a
Lyman All American 8x scope. Stainless metalwork shows
signs of staining and some wear. Laminated stock with handling marks and scuffs. GWO&C ALR

488 - TWO COLT BOOKS
A Study of Conversions and Other Percusion Revolvers by
McDowell, hard cover, large format, 460 pages, B&W photos. Excellent book on the subject. Colt Single Action Army
Revolvers - US Alterations by Moore, hard cover, large format, 107 pages and B&W photos. VGC

502

489 - COLT WALKER CASE
Wooden case for a reproduction Colt Walker revolver.
Green baize lining with flask mould and nipple key. ExC

501

490 - COWBOY HOLSTER
Reproduction holster and belt for a Colt 1873 Peacemaker
revolver. Most likely Mexican. VGC

503 - TIKKA T3 RIFLE
Tactical model Finish bolt action rifle. 20” bull barrel with
muzzle break. Receiver with picatiney scope base and detachable box magazine. Metalwork has all parkerised finish. ExC synthetic stock with cheek piece. Includes bipod.
ExWO&C ALR

491 - VINTAGE COWBOY HOLSTER
Antique vintage leather holster and belt for a Colt single
action revolver. GC
492 - HANDGUN BOOK
The Handgun by Boothroyd, hard cover, large format, 565
pages. This indepth reference book is a must for the collector covering all major inventions and patents. ExC
493 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Small Arms of the World 11th Edition, hard cover, large format, 670 pages, B&W photos. Covers Military firearms by
country, plus The Pistol and Revolver Guide. VGC

504 - HOWA 1500 RIFLE
Japanese made sporting rifle. 25” 22-250 cal bull stainless
steel barrel and action. Aluminium chasis/stock and syntheic pistol grip and adjustable butt, fitted with Bushnell Elite
3200 scope and bi pod. ExWO&C ALR

503

494 - GERMAN MG34
Late WWII German Machine gun. 22” 8mm barrel with
original flash hider, sight, ventilated shroud. The chamber is
marked dot for Czech Brunn works as well as 1945 date and
serial number which is matching on the feed cover and lower section but is mismatched on the butt, it is also marked
with Isreali stamp for post war use in Isreal. Also includes
its belt drum and belt. Metalwork has thinning overall blue.
VGC bakelite grips and stock complete with carry handle
and bipod. VGWO&C CLR

504

495 - POLISH RPK
Cold War era Polish variant of the Soviet RPK light machine gun. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights. The
receiver and the feed cover is marked with Radom arsenal
11 in oval mark, plus 1960 date. Metalwork has near all blue
finish. ExC original wooden stock. Complete with original
belt drum, link and bipod. ExWO&C CLR

505

496 - MP40 S.M.G
WWII German submachine gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights, end nut and stabalising bar. The receiver is
marked MP40 bnz 42. Metalwork has all over blue thinning on the edges and with handling wear, serial numbers
are mismatched. VGC brown bakelite stock and grips, steel
folding stock and includes its magazine. GWO&C CLR

506

505 - W.G ARMY REVOLVER
British Webley Government Army model D/A revolver, circa 1890’s. 6” .455/476 cal barrel with original fixed sights
and stamped with Military outfitter ARMY & NAVY C.S.L
as these were a popular private purchase British soldiers sidearm. The side of the top strap is marked “WG” ARMY
MODEL and the lug of the barrel is marked with patent and
winged bullet logo as well as engraved with owners name
A.R WATSON. Metalwork has near all bright original charcoal blue but shows typical handling marks. ExC original
wooden grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR
506 - KAUFMANN REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1882, second model Webley - Kaufmann
double action revolver. 5¾” .455/476 cal octagonal barrel
marked with English retailer Army & Navy CSL as well as
ENGLAND on the side of the chamber and London proof
marks. 6 Shot fluted cylinder with the frame marked WEBLEY PATENT, W&S bullet logo as well as the Michael
Kaufmann logo. Metalwork has most overall original charcoal blue thinning on the edges and cylinder. GC original
checkered birds head, walnut grip with lanyard ring at the
base. VGWO&C CLR
507 - WEBLEY MKVI REVOLVER
WWI British Military issue double action revolver. 6” .455
cal barrel marked with acceptance and proof marks as well
as MARK VI. The frame marked with 1916 date, patent and
small parts ↑. Metalwork with near all blue ExC original
hard rubber grips complete with lanyard and leather holster.
ExWO&C B/CLR

497 - MP40 SLING
Original WWII German leather sling for the S.M.G. 1941
date and makers mark. VGC
498 - BREN SLING
British Military Webbing sling for the MKI Bren gun. ExC

502 - BSA INTERNATIONAL RIFLE
English single shot Martini action target rifle. 28” .22lr cal
heavy barrel with Birmingham address. The receiver fitted with Parker Hale sights and marked BSA International
MKII. Metalwork has most overall blue with some staining.
VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

508

499 - US S.M.G BOOK
US Submachine Gun by Lannamico. Soft cover, large format, B&W photos and 480 pages. ExC

509

508 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
Early 20th Century English double action revolver. 4” .38
S&W cal barrel marked with Webley address and MARK III
38. The frame is marked with logo and patent marks as well
as E51 rack number. Metalwork has near all bright charcoal blue. ExC original hard rubber grips and lanyard ring.
ExWO&C B/CLR
509 - WEBLEY MK IV REVOLVER
Ex Singapore Police issue D/A revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal
barrel marked Webley & Scott MARK IV 38 etc. The frame
with cross bolt safety and marked SPF 2286. Near all original blue thinning on edges of the barrel. ExC black plastic
grips with lanyard ring at the base. VGWO&C B/CLR
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510 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
English double action revolver. 4” .38 S&W cal barrel
marked WEBLEY & SCOTT BIRMINGHAM MARK IV
38 and BNP proof marks etc. Metalwork with near all original blue with small loss around the sight. VGC original hard
rubber grips with lanyard rings. VGWO&C B/CLR

521 - PERCUSSION PUNT GUN
Antique, circa 1830-50’s, most likely English percussion
Punt gun. 47” round barrel and octagonal at the breech with
approximate 1⅛” bore diametre. Lock plate and hammer are
borderline and foliate engraved. Metalwork has dark patina
with all over scattered pinpricking. Wooden ½ stock with
brass funiture and includes rod. This massive gun measures
162cm overall!! GWO&C NLR

511 - PISTOL LANYARD
Original British Military olive green braided cord lanyard
with one fixed knot and one sliding. ExC
512 - LUGER BARREL
WWII Period 4” 9mm Luger barrel missing foresight. Eagle/63 proof with thinning blue. GC B/CLR

517
515

513 - SCHNELFEUR MAGAZINE
10R detachable magazine for the automatic C96 pistol. Banner logo on the base. Thinning blue finish. GC

516

514 - MG34 AMMO CAN AND LINK
Yugoslav, apple green painted, post war MG34/42/53 ammo
can with two sets of link and starter tab. VGC
515 - SAVAGE M99 RIFLE
Vintage US lever action model 1899 take down rifle. 20”
.303 Savage cal barrel missing the sight hood and the foresight and is marked with Savage patents and caliber etc.
Metalwork has thinning overall blue turning grey where it
has been carried. GC woodwork with checked repair near
the takedown latch, complete with swivels. GWO&C ALR

523 - BRITISH NAVAL PISTOL
Antique, circa 1840, British Naval/Coastguard short sea service percussion pistol. 6” .59 cal barrel with ↑and ordnance
marks. The lock plate is marked Crown/VR/TOWER 1840
and ordnance marks. Metalwork has mottled original patina.
VGC original wood stock with brass furniture captive ram
rod and original lanyard ring. Action is strong. VGWO&C
NLR

518

516 - WINCHESTER M88 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1970, lever action rifle. 21” .308 cal barrel
with original sights. The receiver fitted with 4x40 scope
and has two tap holes where apperture scope has been. Metalwork has thinning original blue. GC woodwork and includes its detachable magazine. GWO&C ALR

521

517 - SAVAGE SPORTER RIFLE
Vintage Savage bolt action sporting rifle. 24’ 32.20 cal barrel with original sights and markings fitted with vintage
Weaver scope. Most overall dulling blue, GC woodwork
with a swivel studs filled and repair to the pistol grip. Includes its box magazine. GWO&C ALR

526 - NAVAL OFFICERS SWORD
British King George VI Naval Officer sword. 80cm etched
blade with Royal and Naval cyphurs as well as Wilkinson
logo, brass guard with Naval anchor. VGC wire and shagreen grip with lions head pommel complete with sword
knot plus brass and leather scabbard. VG-ExWO&C
523

522

524

527 - PATTERN 1822 SWORD
British William the 4th Generals Officers sword. 88cm
piped back plain plate with partial double edge. VGC brass
guard with crossed sword and cannon motif. VGC brass
wire wrap black shagreen grip, complete with leather and
brass scabbard. VGC
528 - VICTORIAN NAVAL SWORD
British Victorian period Naval Officers sword. 79cm etched
blade with false double edge for the first 30cm’s plus
Mathews & Co Portsmouth logo. Brass guard with Crown
and anchor. VGC shagreen and wire grip with lions head
hilt. No scabbard. VGC
529 - EAST INDIA COMPANY SWORD
British pattern 1803 East India company sabre. 69cm curved
blade with traces of gilt at the base, thinning gilt to the guard
with lions head motif and black shagreen grip. Some minor
scattered pin pricking to the blade. No scabbard. VGC

526

529

520 - MAUSER G98 RIFLE
WWI Imperial German Gewehr 98 rifle that has been reworked for WWII service. 30” 8mm cal barrel with hooded
foresight tangent rear sight which is marked below it S/429
and twin Waffen-amt marks. The chamber with imperial
proofs and DWM 1916 markings. The front barrel band has
eagle/214 mark. Metalwork has most overall finish and visible numbers are matching. ExC woodwork complete with
swivels and rod. ExWO&C ALR
520

524 - LORENZ PISTOL
Antique Austrian Lorenz/”Bentz” percussion pistol. 9¾”
.69 cal barrel marked 854 also on the frame which is an
abbreviation for 1854. Metalwork has all over pitting and
cleared dark finish. GC woodwork with brass fittings. Action is strong. GWO&C NLR
525 - TWO EASTERN PISTOLS
The first is a Middle Eastern Flintlock holster pistol. 11½”
.52 cal barrel, full length stock with brass furniture. Action
is at fault. The second is a ‘Bazaar’ type Flintlock built from
a rifle action and action works well. GC NLR

519

518 - SCHMIDT RUBIN SPORTING RIFLE
Professional European sporterised version of the Swiss Military straight pull rifle. 25’ 7.5x55 cal barrel with iron sights
with twin leaf rear and marked G BURGER BASIL. The
action is fitted with quick release claw mounts and Hensoldt
1.5 6 power scope and has twin set triggers. Metalwork with
near all bright blue. ExC checkered sporting walnut stock
with swivels and includes its detachable box magazine.
ExWO&C ALR
519 - NZ CARBINE
Scarce New Zealand model Lee Enfield carbine. 21” .303
cal barrel with original sights marked to 500 on the bed.
Chamber with proofs and sold out of service marks. Correct
flatened bolt handle and the wrist marked N↑Z 1057/1903
and the other side Crown/VR/ENFIELD/190?/L.E.C. Metalwork with thinning overall blue. GC butt stock with NZ
marking. The front wood section has been remanufactured
as has the top wood. Most likely reconverted from sporter. Complete with correct size magazine and bayonet lug.
GWO&C ALR

522 - SILVER MOUNTED FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique European Flintlock holster pistol, circa late 18th
century. 9” approximatley .65cal barrel with relief carved
design of crescent moon in palm tree. The lock plate is
marked Paris and has roller frizzen and swan neck cock. The
full wood stock is ornately silver inlayed and the mounts
and butt grotuesque carved in silver to a high standard as
is the lock back plate with cannon motif. There is a hard to
make out hallmark above the butt. VGWO&C NLR

530 - PATTERN 1796 SWORD
British Army pattern 1796 light cavalry sword. 80cm curved
blade with twin fullers for ¾ of the blade. Solid brass one
piece cast grip and guard. No scabbard. VGC
531 - AFGHAN PULWAR
Antique Afghan sword. 70cm steel curved blade with flat
spine and fullers the full length of the blade. Steel grip with
turned down quillion. VGC
527
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532 - SNUB NOSED LUGER PISTOL
An unusual custom snub nosed variant of a WWII Luger
pistol. 2” 9mm cal barrel with correct foresight. The chamber is dated 1940 and the toggle has code mark 42 for Mauser. Metalwork has all deep blue finish and bright straw colours to the small parts. ExC original walnut grips and WWI
period magazine. ExWO&C CLR

542 - YUGOSLAV M53
Yugoslavian post war variant of the WWII machine gun.
26’ 8mm cal barrel with flash hider, ventilated shroud and
sights. The feed cover with Yugoslavian crest and the side
marked 7.9M53 and matching serial number also on the
wooden butt stock. Metalwork with most overall black finish, VGC Bakelite grips, complete with bipod and sling.
Has modification for 1200RPM cyclic rate fitted for WWII
reinactment. Includes its original 800RPM parts. ExWO&C
CLR

532

533 - RADOM PISTOL
WWII German issue Polish Model 35 semi auto pistol. 4 ½”
9mm cal barrel. The slide with original fixed sights, marked
F.B RADOM VIS Mod 35 Pat.Nr 15567 and Army acceptance mark also on the frame with U prefix serial number.
Metalwork has thinning original blue with areas of holster
pitting on the slide. VGC original VIS logo Bakelite grips.
Includes its original Waffen-amt marked magazine with
scattered pitting, plus original brown/red leather holster.
VGWO&C B/CLR

543 - FN30 BROWNING MG
Belgian FN made Aircraft version of the 1919 machine gun.
22” 30.06 cal barrel with ventilated shroud. The receiver
marked with FN Herstal address and 1939 date and proofs.
The top is marked with RP coat of arms. Metalwork with
most black finish. GC wooden grip, the trigger cam is broken otherwise VGC CLR

535

536

534 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
German Military issue P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
original serial number and test proof. The chamber is dated
1937 and the toggle is code marked S/42 for Mauser. Metalwork has original salt blue finish which has turned grey
on the grip straps as well as holster wear to the side plate,
frame, rail and muzzle. Small parts are also salt blued. VGC
original checkered walnut grips. All visible serial numbers
except the magazine which is the WWII type with blued
body and alloy base plate. Also includes its L.Z.A marked
leather holster with extra magazine and stripping tool.
VGWO&C B/CLR

544 - P14 RANGE RIFLE
WWI Bolt action rifle. 27”.303 cal barrel with original foresight, the rear has been fitted with apperture range sight.
The receiver with Eddystone/Remington mark and British
ordnance marks. Most overall blue VGC woodwork with
lobbing sight removed and target sling swivel fitted. GVGWO&C ALR

537

545 - LEE ENFIELD NO1 MKIII RIFLE
WWII Australian SMLE rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist of the gun is marked
MA LITHGOW S.M.L.E III 1940. Bolt receiver are matching. Metalwork has near all original finish. ExC original
woodwork complete with sling and magazine. ExWO&C
ALR

538

535 - GERMAN FN 1910/22 PISTOL
WWII German issue Browning 1910/22 pistol. 4¼” .32acp
barrel marked with German acceptance eagle and serial
number which is also on the frame. The slide marked with
FN Herstal address, acceptance eagle and WaA140 Waffenamt marks which are also on the frame. Metalwork has most
overall original blue showing holster wear at the muzzle and
typical war time rough finishing marks. VGC original FN
logo grips. Also included is its scarce original leather German issue hoslter with Luffwaffe eagle 1943 jsd code mark.
VGWO&C B/CLR

546 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
WWII British Military SMLE rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with basic battle sight and marked NO4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942.
Metalwork has near all black enamel type finish. ExC woodwork complete with swivels and magazine. ExWO&C ALR
547 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE
British Military WWII Lee Enfield bolt action rifle. 25” .303
cal barrel missing the sight blade and protector. The receiver
marked US Property S No4 MKI* (Savage lead lease), fitted
with basic battle sight and replacement bolt with modified
handle to a flat profile. Metalwork with grey patina. F-GC
woodwork with crack near the wrist butt with brass plate
and swivels. F-GWO&C ALR

544

536 - GERMAN M27 PISTOL
WWII German issue Czech made model 27 semi auto pistol.
3¾” .32acp cal barrel, the slide is code marked fnh Pistol
Modell 27 Kal 7,65. Metalwork has near all re-blue, the
frame is WaA76 Waffen-amt marked. ExC original CZ logo
grips and original magazine marked P.Mod 27. Includes its
late war black pebble grain leather holster. VGWO&C CLR
537 - MAUSER 1910 PISTOL
German vintage compact pistol. 3” .25acp cal barrel, slide
with Imperial proof and Obendorf address. Side plate is
variant without latch or markings. Metalwork retains near
all original blue finish. ExC original checkered walnut grips.
ExWO&C CLR

543

545

549

538 - STEYR-HAHN PISTOL
WWI Austro-Hungarian model of 1911. 5” 9mm Steyr cal
barrel. The slide is marked STEYR 1917. Metalwork has
most overall thinning blue with some pin pricking around
the grips and holster wear. GC original grips. GWO&C B/
CLR
539 - WWII BERETTA S.M.G SLING
Brown leather original sling for the Beretta M38 series of
S.M.G’s. Marked TORINO. GC

548

540 - BREN AA SIGHT
Scarce Anti Aircraft sight for the Bren range of light machine guns. VGC
541 - VICKERS BORE MIRROR
Original brass Vickers machine gunner bore inspection mirror. VGC

546

548 - SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE
NZ Military breech loading Mark III cavalry carbine. 19”
.577 cal barrel with original foresight but missing the rear
blade. The chamber marked N80Z and S (sold out of service
mark obscuring the III), the breech plate is marked B.S.A
CO and ordnance marks. The lock plate with pitting is also
BSA & Royal cypher marked with 1880 date. Metalwork
has most overall re-blue. VGC original woodwork with
brass furniture is missing the sight nails. GWO&C ALR
549 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military MKII Artillery carbine. 21”.303 cal barrel
with original sights and sold out of service and ordnance
marks. Chamber is NZ marked and the receiver is marked
Crown/VR ENFIELD/1898/M.E.303/ A.C II. The otherside
is marked with original 1883 date etc. Metalwork with dark
overall finish. VGC original woodwork complete with NZ
marked reproduction leather sling. VGWO&C ALR
550 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE
Antique British three band Enfield rifle. 33” .577 cal barrel
with original sights and Birmingham proof marks. The lock
plate is without any markings. Metalwork with nice aged
patina. The woodwork has been broken through the wrist
and the butt section replaced and repaired. GWO&C ALR
550
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551 - CUSTOM PERCUSSION RIFLE
Custom percussion rifle based on an original pattern 53 action. 30”.45 cal barrel with hooded foresight and with NZ
markings B GARCIA 1978 etc. The Military lock plate
marked 1856 tower etc. Metalwork with most overall original blue finish. VGC checkered ½ stock with ladder peep
sight fitted to the wrist. VG-ExWO&C ALR

559 - LEE SPEED RIFLE
Commercial vintage BSA Lee speed sporting bolt action
rifle, circa early 20th Century. 24” original 303 cal barrel
with matted flat top rib fitted with its original three leaf
plus ladder rear sight and fixed foresight. Marked with the
three BSA trademark and Birmingham proofs. The wrist is
marked LEE - SPEED PATENTS BSA & M CO as well as
borderline engraved also on the floor plate, triggerguard and
magazine etc. The magazine is original but has a dent to
the base. Metalwork has most overall dulling original blue.
VGC original checkered woodwork with horn tip. Now seldom seen and increasingly collectable. GWO&C ALR

552

552 - NP42 PISTOL
Scarce Chinese Norinco export version of the Chinese Military type 92 pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide with orignal
fixed sights and Norinco markings and retains near all original blue. ExC polymer frame with Chinese star logo on grip.
Includes original box with cleaning rod and extra magazine.
In as new ExWO&C B/CLR

560 - HOLLIS SNIDER CARBINE
Seldom seen commercial hunting snider carbine. 22” .577
cal barrel with steel under lug original sights and Birmingham proof marks. The lock has spring loaded catch and
marked with sniders patent and is foliate and borderline engraved as is the hammer and lock plate which is marked I
HOLLIS & SONS. Metalwork has grey overall patina and
with cleaned pin pricking to the right hand side of the barrel.
GC original checkered ½ stock with ornate engraved steel
trigger guard and rest. GWO&C ALR

553

553 - BERETTA M89 PISTOL
Italian semi automatic target pistol. 6”.22lr slab sided barrel with adjustable sights and marked with Gardone address
and model information. Metalwork has near all original
matte black finish. VGC right hand target wooden grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
554 - RUGER MKII TARGET PISTOL
7” .22lr tapered target barrel with adjustable sights and Ruger USA markings. Metalwork has near all original bright
blue finish. ExC original grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

554

555 - S&W PISTOL
US Model 2206 semi automatic pistol. 6” .22lr cal barrel,
slide with original sights. Stainless metalwork in VGC with
a few light surface scratches. Original plastic grips with
S&W logo. Includes 10R magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

561 - 16 GUAGE SHOTGUN
Austrian Otto Halla side by side hammer shotgun. 29” 16g
barrels with central rib and most blue finish starting to thin.
Action in the white with borderline and sunburst engraving. VGC checkered woodwork complete with swivels.
VGWO&C ALR
562 - BROWNING AUTOS SHOTGUN
Belgian FN semi auto 12g shotgun, circa 1912. 27” 12g barrel with full choke and marked ACIER SPECIAL as well as
Belgian proofs. The receiver is marked with FN Herstal address and patent markings and a serial number in the 36000
range. Metalwork has most overall original blue thinning
out the edges and some speckle staining. VGC original
woodwork with swivels. Also included is two extra barrels,
a later made 24” ½ choke magnum barrel and a 19½”cylinder bore length barrel. GWO&C ALR

555

556 - ROSSI REVOLVER
Brasil double action 6 shot revolver. 6” .38 spcl cal barrel
with adjustable sights. VGC stainless metalwork. Checkered wood grips with Rossi emblem in VGC. VGWO&C
B/CLR
557 - COLT RACE GUN
Competition modified semi automatic pistol. 5” .45acp cal
barrel fitted with compensator. Slide marked COLT MKIV
Series 80 and frame drilled and fitted with Aimpoint scope
and rear sight replaced with cocking handle. Custom trigger,
hammer, safety and slide lock. Stainless steel metalwork
with some scratching. GC custom wood grips. F-GWO&C
BLR
558 - WINCHESTER COMMEMORATIVE RIFLE
US Model ‘94’ Golden Spike lever action rifle, circa 1969.
20” .30-30 cal barrel with original sights. Receiver is
marked 1869-1969 with railroad spike and scroll engraved
on each side. Metalwork retains most blue and gold plating
finish, thinning on the edges where carried. Good condition
woodwork. GWO&C ALR

551

558

559

556

563 - TONOLINI SHOTGUN
Italian side by side hammerless shotgun. 27½” 16g blued
barrels marked with makers address and Royal steel and
retaining near all blue. Engraved action in the white. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
564 - TURKISH MAUSER RIFLE
Turkish 1903 Mauser rifle modified to 8mm cal in 1939.
30” barrel with original sights and the rear has been hand
re-cut for 8mm gradiants. Chamber marked with 1939 date
and Ankara arsenal refurbishment mark. Most overall blue.
VGC woodwork with swivels and rod. VGWO&C ALR
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CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS

ExWO&C
VGWO&C
GWO&C
ExC
VGC
GC
FC
PC

ALR
BLR
CLR
NLR

Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good working order & condition
Excellent condition
Very good conditon
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
No license required

CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on lots
contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
553 Great South Road. Penrose.
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
greg@guns.co.nz
Website
www.gunauction.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1642. Auckland. NZ

* Due to recent changes in legislation around magazines, prohibited magazines that are for a restricted weapon will not be available for pick up at this sale. These
will be stored for you. For more information or any questions about this issue please call us.
We will have an Arms Officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary.
Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit
cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding off the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if
two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax, email or post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue. Payment must
be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delays hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to post boxes, our courier
requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require a mail order form from a Police Officer validating your license. This form is forwarded on your behalf to
us from your local Arms Officer / Police station. Pistols & restricted weapons require a permit to procure before delivery
EXPORT – We can export to most countries. Firearms including antique have to be exported via air freight. We have a freight forwarder who can organise this for
you. An export license will need to be obtained. We charge a $80 fee for our time in organising the export and packaging, The freight forwarder will charge you for
the NZ export license and the freight for the firearm(s). This is usually charged forward and you will pay this on receiving your goods. The export process can take
around 4-8 weeks. For an estimate of the export license and freight charges please contact us. NZ G.S.T (VAT/sales tax) is only on the commission / buyers premium
portion of the items, because this service occurs in New Zealand this must be charged on exports. Items that are not firearms can be sent via NZ postal service and
will be charged at that rate plus packaging. Some items with historical significance to New Zealand may not be able to be exported.

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged
12% of the hammer price, GST of 15% will be
charged on the buyers premium only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have full discretion
to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or
lots from the sale without in either case giving
any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault
or defect in it and make no warranty. Due to the
accurate reproduction of some badges and particularly German, we catalogue all such items
as they appear to be, this is in line with major
auction houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder
to satisfy himself on any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should any dispute
arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute is to
be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare
the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than
the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer and
no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller
or his agent to impose a reserve.

6. The purchaser to give his name, address,
firearms license details and to pay for all lots
in full at the conclusion of the sale. In default of
which matters the lot or lots purchased may be
immediately resold.

10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible
for any injury or damage to persons or property
through attempts to fire any firearms which are
sold as collectors items only, this also applies
to all ammunition.

7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall
of the hammer and are to be taken away at the
buyer’s expense, in default of which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if
the same are lost, stolen , damaged or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at sole risk
of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or
paid for, they may be sold immediately without
prior notice being given to the defaulter.

11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding
on the floor and any reserve. All bids must be
accompanied by a signed photo copy of your
firearms license. Only successfull bidders will
be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. We
dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable
drop point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all
care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also applies to
items sent by post.

8. Firearms Licenses and or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted
invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Payment must be made on the
day of the auction unless prior organised with
Carvells Auctions. Payment oftions are Eftpos,
Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques and internet bank transfer by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to
the Auctioneers. Credit Cards ie Master Card/
Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service
charge will apply. Note the bank often has a
limit of around $2000 per day for eftpos

12. POSTAL BIDDERS: Payment must be maid
on receipt of invoice.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish
a line of credit by supplying credit card details.
14. We accept your bids in good faith however
bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be strongly persued
through legal channels.
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item
and payment.
16. Measurements and weights are only an approximate.



CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
POSTAL BIDDING FORM

(DayTime)

Name:
Address:
Credit Card#

Exp

/

Signature
Firearms License#
Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa Mastercard Cheque
Bank Cheque Pay on pick up Online Banking* 3% surcharge on credit cards
Lot#

Description of Lot

Maximum Bid NZ$
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We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
Email to greg@guns.co.nz or Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 579-3401
or post to Carvell’s Auctions -P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand.
(please include your phone number)
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:
Date:
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Back Cover, lot 214 Colt Dragoon powder flask

